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Congress passes resolution affirming
Helsinki Accords' continued value

SUNDAY, AUGUST n , 1985
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Shukhevych unaware of "recantation'

JERSEY C1TY. N.J. - Long-time cans were not identified.
political prisoner Yuriy Shukhevych,
in a statement released to the press.
whose alleged recantation was published Dr. Strokata and Mr. Karavansky said
WASHINGTON - The senate and (D-Colo.). Edward Markey (D-Mass.). in both the Ukrainian– and English- that the "recantation" was aimed at
House of Representatives both passed a Don Ritter (R-Pa.), Christopher Smith language editions of News from Ukraine, halting Western campaigns in defense
resolution commemorating the 10th (R-NJ.), and John Porter (R-lll.), as a newspaper published specifically for of Soviet rights activists. "We arc
anniversary of the Helsinki Accords well as Reps. Wyche Fowler (D-Ga.) distributions outside the USSR, knows absolutely sure that the excerpts pub–
and reaffirming the human-rights prin– and Benjamin Gilman (R-N.Y.).
nothing about the recantation. Nina
The resolution noted that "the Hel– Strokata and Sviatoslav Karavansky lishcd in News from Ukraine, alleged to
ciples and humanitarian provisions of
have been written by Yuriy Shukhevych
the international agreement signed by sinki process has evolved into an im– told The Weekly.
in his own hand, arc a fabrication," their
35 states, including the United States portant tool of East–West human-rights
According to the couple, both former statement emphasized.
diplomacy and continues to serve as a members of the Ukrainian Helsinki
and the Soviet Union.
Senate Joint Resolution 180 was beacon of hope to victims of oppression Group and former political prisoners.
Mr. Karavansky also told The Wcck–
passed by the Senate on July 29 and by in the Soviet Union and Eastern Ukrainian Americans last week spoke, ly that he thought the Soviets had
Europe."
the House the next day.
fabricated
the recantation on the eve of
in separate telephone conversations,
it also said that "the Soviet Union with both Mr. Shukhevych and hisaunt the 10th anniversary observances of the
it was introduced in the Senate by
displays
contempt
for
basic
civil
and
Helsinki Commission Chairman Al–
and neither knew about any recantation, Helsinki Accords as part of the con–
fonse D'Amato (R-N.Y.) and in the political rights, such as freedom of much less that it was published in News tinuing "psychological'war with the
House by Helsinki Commission Co– thought, conscience, religion and belief, from Ukraine. The Ukrainian Amcri– West."
confines in prisons, labor camps and
Chairman Steny Hoyer (D-Md.).
Co-sponsors were Sens. John Heinz psychiatric institutions or internally
(R-Pa.), Gordon Humphrey (R-N.H.), exiles hundreds of citizens who have
Claiborne Pell (D-R.l.), and Patrick sought to know and act upon their
Lehavy (D-vt.), all members of the rights, among them 37 imprisoned ; NEWARK, N.J. - One hundred leased under Article 100 of the Russian
Helsinki Commission, as well as Sens. members of Helsinki monitoring thirty-two members of the House of SFSR Code of Criminal Procedure,
Rudy Boschwitz(R-MinnJ^Carll-evin^ groups."
Representatives on August 5 sent a which states that persons suffering from
(D-Mich.Tand ArTeFSpectar (R-Pa!).
The joint resolution resolved the letter to General Secretary Mikhail grave illness may be released by a court.
House co-sponsors were Helsinki following:
Gorbachev of the Communist Party of
Ms. Meshko was sentenced on
Commissioners Dante Fascell (D-Fla.),
" the Congress strongly reaffirms the the Soviet Union, asking for the release January 6, 1981, to six months in a labor
Sidney Yates (D-lll.), Timothy Wirth human-rights principles and humanita– of Oksana Meshko from her term of camp and five years in internal exile for
rian provisions of the Final Act and the internal exile in Ayan, a remote area of "anti-Soviet agitation and propaganda."
the USSR, reported Americans for The reason for her sentence was her
Madrid Concluding Document;
" the Congress recognizes and con– Human Rights in Ukraine (AHRU). promotion of human rights through the
demns continued East-Bloc violations
The initiators of the letter were Reps. Ukrainian Public Group to Promote
of international obligations under the Christopher H. Smith (R) and Bernard the implementation of the Helsinki
U.N. Charter, the Universal Declara– J. Dwyer (D), both of New Jersey. The Accords, of which she is a founding
tion on Human Rights, the Helsinki entire congressional delegation from member.
Final Act. the Madrid Concluding New Jersey, 14 representatives, coMrs. Meshko is a teacher who served
Document, and other relevant interna– signed the letter.
a previous term of imprisonment in
CAMBRIDGE. Mass. - Dr. Ro– tional instruments;
The letter asks that Ms. Meshko. 1947-55. She is due to be released in
bert Conquest's study of the Great
whose health is deteriorating, be re(Continued on page 12)
(Continued on page 12)
Famine of 1932-33 in Ukraine, which is
jointly sponsored by the Harvard U–
krainian Research institute and the
Ukrainian National Association, will be
published in the United States by
OTTAWA - Some 1,000 Ukrainian
Oxford University Press.
Canadians marched on Parliament Hill
The book, to be available in a trade and in front of the Soviet Embassy here
edition, is scheduled for release in the on July 20 to protest defamation of their
spring of 1986.
community and the possible use of
As previously announced, the British Soviet evidence by the Deschenes
edition of the book will be published by Commission of inquiry on War Cri–
Hutchinson Publishers in February of minals.
next year.
Protesters from all over southern
Canada, including Ottawa. Toronto.
Dr. Conquest, senior research fellow
at the Hoover institution on War, Windsor. Geulph. Hamilton and Lon–
Revolution and Peace in Stanford, don, rallied for almost two hours on
Parliament Hill listening to speeches
Calif., is the author of 11 books on
Soviet history and politics, including denouncing the use of evidence origi–
"The Great Terror." a work on the nated in the Soviet Union as a threat to
the Canadian judicial system and as
Stalin era.
According to Dr. Conquest, the part of a Soviet defamation campaign
probable title of the book is "The aimed against the anti-Soviet commu–
Harvest of Sorrow: Collectivization nity in Canada.
and the Terror Famine."
Demonstrators carried placards call–
Dr. Conquest also told The Weekly ing for an end to what they called "a
that he was very pleased his work would witch hunt" ol Ukrainian freedom
be published by Oxford University fighters who are currently under inves–
Press, because "they are really behind tigation by the commission, headed by
ii." He added thai this publishing house Justice Jules Deschenes. which was set
is a highly respected one and one that up earlier this year to look into allega–
docs an excellent job of promoting its tions that there are Nazi war criminals
hooks.
(Continued on page 12)
Banner at demonstration equates Nazism and Communism.

132 congressmen appeal for Meshko

Oxford University Press
to publish Conquest's
book on famine

1,000 Canadians protest defamation of Ukrainians
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A GLIMPSE OF SOVIET REALITY

G o r b a c h e v ' s e m b a r r a s s i n g slip:
a n analysis of its s i g n i f i c a n c e
by Bohdan Nahaylo
blurred, viadimir Balakhonov, a Rus–
sian who once worked for the United
During his recent visit to Ukraine, Nations in Geneva and was later im–
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev made prisoned in the Soviet Union for seek–
an embarrassing laux pax whosesigniii– ing to defect to the West, has pointed
cancc seems to have been overlooked in out the consequences of this confusion,
the Western press. On June 25. while in the summer of 1978 he wrote from a
Mr. Gorbachev, in the company of labor camp:
Ukrainian Party First Secretary volo–
"For us Russians, the bearers of a
dymyr Shchcrbytsky, was conducting a state, not an ethnic, national conscious–
street conversation with residents of
ness. the homeland is more often than
Kiev that was later broadcast on Mos–
not the entire realm, the entire state
cow Televisions evening news bulletin.
from Brest to viadivostok. without any
Mr. Gorbachev twice referred to the
serious importance being attached to
Soviet Union as "Russia."
the fact that, apart from our o w n
After apparently realizing his mistake,
people, the indigenous - that is. ethnic
the Soviet leader attempted to correct
Russian - lands make up only an
himself, but he only made matters worse
insignificant part of the territory of this
with a clumsy explanation that seemed
huge country, while the rest was seized
to imply that Russia and the Soviet
by force and is inhabited by another 120
Union are now indeed synonymous.
peoples." The following is a transcript of what
Mr. Gorbachev said.
Distinction is blurred
Gorbachev: "Listen, we coped after
the imperialist war, after the civil war,
Mr. Balakhonov also drew attention
when the country was in ruins."
to the fact that, while proclaiming the
Shchcrbytsky: "After that..."
formal equality of the peoples of the
Gorbachev: "Nothing was left after
USSR, the Soviet authorities delibe–
that. But we coped. We coped. They
rately blur the distinction between the
predicted that Russia would never rise
Soviet Union and Russia:
1
again after the war. But we rose again.
"The idea has taken firm root among
They were predicting that it would take
us, and is constantly reinforced by the
SO to a hundred years..."
authorities, that the whole country is
Shcherbytsky: "Fifty years, a hun–
looked upon and referred to, even in the
dred years..."
Soviet period, as Russia - particularly
Gorbachev: "For all people who are
abroad — and any of its inhabitants as
striving for good. Russia - the Soviet
Russian, irrespective of their nationa–
Union. І mean - that is what we call it
lity. Such an approach, naturally, has
now, and what it isjn fact.–.(ojMhem.it- - t h e Wessmg-ofthe imperial authorities.
"is'a bulwark."
And it is often difficult, at times im–
possible, for us to understand those who
Russia or Soviet Union?
regard their homeland as being not the
whole empire, but just the land where
it is one thing for Western journalists
their own people live."
to use the terms "Russia" and "Soviet
An example of how the terms "Rus–
Union" interchangeably, as they fre–
sian" and "Soviet"are interchanged was
quently - though incorrectly - do. but
provided by a T A S S dispatch on June6
quite another
for the
leader
from the U krainian city of Kharkiv. The
of the
world's largest multina–
report dealt with a letter from Kabul in
tionalstatetodoso. Alter all. the USSR
which Afghan parents expressed their
claims to be based on a "free and equal"
gratitude to a Ukrainian family whose
partnership of numerous peoples, both
son. while on military duty in Afghanislarge and small. The Soviet authorities
tan, risked his life to save the Afghan
have long insisted that they have solved
couple's child.
the nationalities problem inherited
TASS quoted the following sentence
from the tsarist era. when the Russianfrom the letter: "Thank you, the Rus–
ruled empire of the Romanovs was
sian mother, for having raised such a
called simply "Russia." The dominance
son." Although the surname of the
- political, cultural or economic
of
soldier's family was clearly Ukrainian
the Russian majority nation is strongly(Prykhodko) and T A S S identified them
denied, and instead the Soviet Union is
as citizens of the Ukrainian S S R .
officially portrayed as the^modcl of
"Russian mother" was left unchanged,
"equal and fraternal relations between
in the very next line, however. Private
peoples."
Prykhodko was described as "one of the
D e s p i t e the theory, many S o v i e t
Soviet soldiers who are helping the
citizens d o . in practice, equate the
Afghans to protect their country."
Soviet Union with Russia. Andrei
Amalrik. for instance, noted in his
Attitude on Russian nationalism
memoirs that "in all the union republics,
'the Soviet regime' is called 'the Russian
While it is perhaps understandable
regime." because the n o n - R u s s i a n s
how in extemporaneous comments Mr.
identify Soviet rule with Russian rule,
Gorbachev made his slip of the tongue,
indeed, over the years, numerous nonit is, all the same.rather surprisinuthal
Russian critics of the Soviet nationali–
Soviet television broadcast his t o m –
ties policy have accused Moscow of
ments unedited. What remains unclear,
promoting the interests of the Russian
though, is the extent to which the Soviet
majority at the expense of the national
leader's indiscretion with respect-to the
minorities, c o n d u c t i n g a policy of
sensitive nationalities question is indi–
Russification. and continuing, albeit in
cative of his attitude towards Russian
a camouflaged form, the imperialist
nationalism. As yet there is still too little
policies of the tsars.
evidence to go on.
Since Mr. Gorbachev took over, the
For historical reasons, many Rus–
only other time he has made a statement
sians also identify the Soviet Union with
(Continued on page 15)
Russia. The process of Russian nationbuilding coincided with Russian im–
pcrial expansion, and the distinction
1. Reuters (June 25) pointed out that hx
tins Mr. Gorbnehex mount World Win 11.
between the two phenomena became
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Canadian group asks NDP leader
to intercede in Terelia case
TORONTO - The Canadian Ukrai–
nian immigrant Aid Society recently
appealed to Ed Broadbent. leader of the
New Democratic Party, to intercede on
behalf of Ukrainian religious activist
Yosyp Terelia and his family. On the
invitation of the Soviet government.
Mr. Broadbent will complete a threeweek visit to the Soviet Union on
August ІК.
Mr. Terelia. 42. served as chairman of
the Central Committee of Ukrainian
Catholics, an organization believed to
have been formed in early 1982. He has

written on behalf of the Action Group
for the Defense of the Rights of ,Be–
lievers and the Church, an organization
set up on September 9, 1982. in its
samvydav publication, the Chronicle of
the Catholic Church in the Ukraine,
which early this year reached the West.
The Toronto-based Canadian Ukrai–
nian i m m i g r a n t ,
in a l e t t e r
dated July 22, asked the politician
to "make a special appeal to Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev in connec–
tion with the incarcerated human-rights
(Continued on page 13)

Soviet T)f shows Afghanistan war
NEW YORK
Soviet citizens re–
cently got a rare glimpse of the lighting
in Afghanistan on their television
evening news.
According to an article by Seth
Mydans in The New York Times on
Wednesday. July 24. a lwo-and-one–
half minute report included what ap–
peared to be battlefield footage of the
livc-and-ono-half-year-old undeclared
war.
in a country where the government
goes to great lengths to avoid negative
subjects about its own land and people
and constantly reports on the Western
world's Hoods, fires, disasters, demon–
strations. riots and battles, the newscast
was out of character.
The Soviet Union's presentation of its
own war has been evolving in its press,
according to a Western diplomat, who
explained that this was its way to
a c k n o w l e d g e that Afghanistan had
become a fact of life, "though a muted
one." he said. Other sources see this as
an indication that the Kremlin does not
expect the war to end soon, and therelore presents it as a glorious endeavor.
S o m e believe that although

the

Balakhonov rearrested,
charged with slander
MUN1CH — Former political pri–
soner viadimir Balakhonov has been
rearrested and charged with making
"slanderous" statements, according to
USSR News Brief.
Mr. Balakhonov who suffers from
radiculitis and chronic antritis. was
released in January after completing a
12-year prison sentence for treason.
He was arrested in 1973 after return–
ing from Switzerland where he had been
working as a translator and asked for
political asylum.

Ukrainian Weekl

footage was filmed in Afghanistan, the
battle scenes were likely to have been at
least partly staged for the camera. The
report showed Soviet soldiers dashing
from behind armored vehicles, crouch–
ing low. Machinegun lire roared in the
baekground.and an officer searched the
hills with binoculars. The television
report showed no sign ol the enemy or
of return lire.
Until this new report
coverage of the situation
was limited to stories
projects or on daily life

was aired, the
in Afghanistan
on Soviet aid
in Kabul.

Student smugglers'
sentences reduced
FRAM1NGHAM, Mass. - Three
students who were each sentenced to 18
months in prison for bringing religious
literature into Czechoslovakia from
Poland earlier this year, have had their
terms reduced to 14 months, reported
Keston News Service.
Young Catholics maintained a prayer
vigil outside the court, while the trial of
Alojs Gabaj. Branislav Borovsky and
Tomas Konc were in progress. The
youths were found carrying religious
literature in their backpacks and were
detained by Polish border guards in
December 1983.
The reduction of their sentences
means that they are now free, as they
have already spent over 14 months in
Polish and Slovak prisons. They will
not be reinstated as students, however,
as they are convicted criminals, said
Keston News.
Keston also noted that this lastminute gesture by the authorities was
probably prompted by the large amount
of publicity the case has gained at home
and abroad.
л^.
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Baltic Freedom Cruise protests
Soviet annexation and repression
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Afghan guerrillas attack major air base

Account of fighting
The raid on the Kabul air base began
when guerrilla forces seized hills overlooking the northern end of the airport
and opened fire just after nightfall, the
Western sources said. Rockets, high
Soviet installations and heavy machinegun fire raked the base, they said.
After eight hours of fighting, Soviet
helicopter gunships took off at dawn
hunting for withdrawing guerrilla units,
they said.
The diplomats ,said they did not
know if the guerrillas had inflicted
substantial losses on Soviet aircraft or
military, forces at the base.
On Sunday, July 29. fighting flared
anew in the city and spread from the
northern areas to the west, the sources
said. Witnesses said that government
forces used tanks to try to repulse
guerrilla attacks and that Soviet forces
(Continued on p.,,;e 1-І)
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WASHINGTON - Aifonse м. visits and international travel has

Baltic Tribunal held in Copenhagen

government forces.
Meanwhile. Afghanistan's official
Radio Kabul said in a broadcast on July
30 that security forces had killed "num–
bers of bandits" in heavy fighting in six
provinces and captured large quantities
of weapons and ammunition, the AP
reported.

„

CSCE releases 10th anniversary report

D'Amato (R-N.Y.) and Rep. Steny H.
Hoyer (D-Md.), co-chairmen of the
ROCKviLLE, MD. - Some 400 a demonstration in front of the Soviet U.S. Helsinki Commission, today reEmbassy in Helsinki where one person
participants in the Baltic Peace and
leased a report summarizing com–
Freedom Cruise braved bomb threats was. arrested and two others were pliance with the Helsinki Accords
and menacing Soviet gunboats during detained. The group of demonstrators during the first decade of their existence.
the July 27-28 weekend in their quest to and press covering the incident, were The accords were adopted in 1975 by 33
draw attention to the fate of the three physically forced off the street by police. European states and the United States
Baltic republics - Lithuania, Latvia When Finnish police demanded that 20 and Canada.
year-old Lithuanian American vytau–
and Estonia.
The report, prepared by the staff of
The departure of their ship, the Baltic tas Backis leave the area, he refused and the U.S. Commission on Security and
Star, was delayed two hours in Stock- was subsequently arrested. Briton Ro– Cooperation in Europe — the Helsinki
holm when the Swedish newspaper lands Blezurs and Swede Maria Rotla, Commission - shows that the EastDagens Nyheter received word that 23 and 19, respectively, were then Bloc signatories have not lived up to the
there might be a bomb aboard. After a detained. They were told new Finnish standards set forth in the accords as had
two-hour search by police and trained law allows police to detain anyone they been hoped during the detente era of the
dogs, which found nothing, the Star was find "suspicious," but were not given a early and mid-1970s.
allowed to set sail on its freedom cruise reason for their detainment.
' One of the most notable failings has
The Freedom Cruise and its compa– been the poor performance of some
in the Baltic.
л Once on the sea and in international nion event, the Baltic Tribunal, held signatories in the critical area of human
waters, the ship was harassed by two July 25-26 in Copenhagen, were rights.
Soviet patrol boats. One of the boats organized as a protest against the illegal
Sen. D'Amato noted that the Soviet
approached the ship at very high speed Soviet takeover of the Baltics republics Union in particular has ignored the
before veering away. Later, the Star was in 1945. Since then the Soviet Union has human-rights provisions of the Helsinki
forced to change its course when a maintained a policy of Russification Accords and characterized its humanfishing vessel blocked the ship's path by and denial of human rights, including rights record as "despicable."
stopping in front of it and refusing to curtailing religious freedom.
"it is obvious that the Soviet Union
The date was chosen to coincide with today has little regard for the funda–
move. Despite rumors of aircraft sur–
veillancc. the free Baits completed their the 10th anniversary of the signing of mental freedoms of thought, conscience,
protest against the illegal Soviet an– the Helsinki Accords,.which were religion and belief that were cornernexation of the three Baltic states designed to promote East-West dia– stones of the agreement signed 10 years
iogue and eliminate human-rights viola– ago," Sen. D'Amato said.
without further incident.
On Sunday, July 28, the group staged tions.
Rep. Hoyer stated: "The lack of
significant progress in the area of
human rights such as we find in the
Soviet Union is not and should not be
viewed as a denial of the credibility and
rence,
representing
the
free
people
of
ROCKviLLE. Md. - During his
utility of the CSCE process. This
testimony at the Baltic Tribunal in Estonia. Latvia and Lithuania, brought process has legitimized human rights as
Copenhagen, Latvian. KGB defector charges of illegal occupation and an– a matter of diplomatic discourse among lmants Lesinskis stated that while nexation. ethnocide and human-rights nations and has placed it on the agenda
serving the Soviets, he also provided violations against the USSR.
of our allies."
intelligence to an unnamed Western
The report noted that:
A verdict presented July 26, titled
power for'20 years.
" Since 1979, the Kremlin has adopted
Mr. Lesinskis worked for the KGB in "The Copenhagen Manifesto," con- a much harsher stand towards dissi–
various capacities from 1956 until 1978. eluded that "severe injustice has been dents: arrests tripled, charges grew
when he defected while assigned to the - and is being done to these peoples by the vaguer, and sentences became longer.
United Nations secretarial J n New -Soviet-Union^ Qne-of-the-five judges.
e Detention conditions for the
York. "1 am not a spy. І never wanted to Per Ahlmark, former deputy prime 10,000 political prisoners in the USSR
be a spy. My dream has been to be a minister of Sweden, demanded that have worsened. There has been a report–
writer of history,"stated Mr. Lesinskis. Western democracies use the Manifesto ed sharp increase in beatings and
Mr. Lesinskis' dramatic testimony to raise the Baltic issue in world forums. maltreatment of prisoners.
came at the Baltic Tribunal in Copen– He urged moral responsibility, quoting
" Thousands of mentally competent
hagen on July 25-26, where the Soviet Nazi concentration camp survivor Eli Soviet citizens have been subjected to
Union was tried for crimes against the Wiesel: "Silence never Helps the victim, involuntary psychiatric treatment be–
Baltic states. The Baltic World Confe– but always the murderer."
cause of religious or political activities:
" Soviet performance in thefieldof
emigration, family reunification, family
1SLAMABAD. Pakistan - Afghan
guerrillas have attacked a major Soviet
air base in the Afghan capital of Kabul
in what Western diplomats here said
was one of the biggest raids in years,
according to the Associated Press.
Western diplomatic sources confirmed guerrilla reports that their forces
raided the Soviet air baseband military
complex at the Kabul airport on July
28. The guerrillas said at least a dozen'
120-millimeter rockets hit the base.
The report, however, could not be
independently confirmed because
Western reporters are officially banned
from Afghanistan and reports from
inside the country can rarely be corro–
borated by other sources, noted the AP.
Reports from Kabul described the
fighting as the heaviest in Kabul in
years, said the Western sources who
spoke on condition they not be identi–
lied. Soviet .forces defending the base
reportedly replied with heavy artillery
fire and salvos of ground-to-ground
rockets that continued through the
night as lighting spread across the
northern areas of the city.
The sources said that fighting raged
in the Panjshir valley in northern
Afghanistan and that guerrilla forces in
the western province to Herat inflicted
heavy losses on Soviet and Afghan
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deteriorated significantly since 1980.
Jewish, German and Armenian annual
emigration rates fell to under 1.000 per
group. Emigration of Soviet Jews is at
the lowest level since J975.
The commission's report also spoke
of religious persecution, noting that
certain denominations have been
banned in the Soviet Union, among
them the 4-million-strong Ukrainian
Catholic Church.
Also in the USSR, "restrictions on
national minorities and ethnic groups
have intensified; churches and cultural
monuments have been destroyed; limi–
tations on the use of native languages
have .increased and histories have been
rewritten."
"Advocates of greater national and
cultural rights — Ukrainians, Baits,
Jews, Crimean Tatars, Georgians,
Armenians and others — continue to be
persecuted," the report said.
(Continued on page 14)

Helsinki Accords
10th anniversary
conference ends
HELS1NK1, Finland - The 10th
anniversary gathering of the 35 states that
signed the 1975 Helsinki Accords on
human rights and European security
and cooperation concluded here on
August 1.
Feuding between East and West
continued to the conference's end.
"This meeting has shown that al–
though progress has'been made, much'
remains to be done," Finnish Foreign
Minister Paavo vayrynen said in the
conference's final speech.
Mr. vayrynen called on the partici–
pating states "to strengthen security, tofoster cooperation and to solve humani–
tarian problems." Finland had hoped
that the 10th anniversary conference
would adopt a final communique, but
Mr. vayrynen said that the Finnish
proposal had lacked the necessary
support.
The three-day conference itself was
overshadowed by some 200 meetings
outside the conference agenda.

Ethiopian aid delivery frustrates U.S.
JERSEY C1TY. N.J. - A top Rea–
gan administration official expressed "deep frustration" with Ethiopia
recently because that country's leftist
government has refused to allow trucks
rented by the United States to distri–
bulc emergency food shipments, ac–
cording to the Associated Press.
Peter McPherson. administrator of
the Agency for international Devclop–
ment (A1D) told a congressional panel
that the United States had planned to
rent 100 trucks with drivers in Kenya.
A1D intended to have those trucks
drive to Ethiopia, where they would
deliver food to the millions of people
starving in that country. The trucks
would be controlled by the private
voluntary organizations that arc handling food distribution in the Marxistgoverned country, Mr. McPherson
said.
One major problem in Ethiopia is the
lack of vehicles to transport grain and
other food from the ports to the people
in need, he said. Л substantial amount
of food is silting in the ports.
But he told the House Select Com–
millee on Hunger that A1D "cannot get
permission" to brinu rented trucks into

the country.
We think there is no reason we can't
bring trucks and Kenya drivers into
Ethiopia, he said.
The Keagan administration has rc–
peated!y criticized the Ethiopian go–
vernment for failing to make available
their own trucks to make food deliveries.
On a related matter. Mr.JdcPhcrson
said that Ethiopia now "appears ready"
to allow additional supplies to two
northern regions of the country. Tigre
and Eritrea.
U.S. officials say millions of hungry
people in those two provinces have been
unable to get food -– or have been
denied it - because of the lingcringcivil
war between the Marxist government
and the secessionists.
Mr. McPherson told the panel the
United States has provided "enormous
amounts of food" to Ethiopia and other
countries in Africa, totalling well over
Si billion.
As lor the long-term, he said he did
not consider Africa a "continent of
desperation." and he pointed to lndiaas
an example of a country that has
become virtually self-sufficient in food
just two decades alter a severe famine.
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Captive Nations ceremony held in D.C.
WASHINGTON - A Captive Na–
uons Week ceremony was held on
Thursday. July 25, in the New Execu–
tive Office Building, reported the Joint
Baltic American National Committee.
The program served as a reminder of the
oppression that persists today in coun–
tries under Communist domination in
Eastern Europe, Southeast Asia, the
Soviet Union and Central America.
Linas Kojelis, associate director of
the White House Office of Public
Liaison, served as master of ceremonies.
William Furniss, special assistant for
strategic defense and space arms control
policy to the assistant secretary of
defense, addressed the question of
strategic defense initiative (SD1).
Eugene Pell, director of the voice of
America (vOA), explained the purpose
of vOA broadcasts and elaborated on
the modernization plan. This plan,
when completed, will allow for signals
powerful enough to overcome jamming
in the Captive Nations.
Mr. Pell also read a letter that the
vOA had received from a regular
listener in Czechoslovakia, who expressed his appreciation for the vOA's
mission. When Mr. Pell strongly assert ed that the Baltic desks at the УОА were
part of the European division, not part
of the Soviet division, the audience of
200 responded 'by applauding enthu–
siastically.
Linda Chavez, deputy assistant to the
president and director of the Office of
Public Liaison, recalled her recent trip
to Nairobi, which celebrated the closing
of the Decade of the Woman.
vice-President GeoFge Bush arrived
and spoke for 20 minutes, stating that

"God made mankind for liberty," not
for sufferingand tyranny. Heconcluded
by stating three steps the United States
must take: increase overseas broadcasts
to oppressed nations; continue SD1 to
be able to counteract the Soviets; and
continue to support freedomfighterson
every continent, so that some day there
will be no more Captive Nations.
At the end of his speech, three young
girls, representing three Captive Na–
tions — including a Ukrainian, Alex–
andra Chopivsky, 6 - presented the
vice president with flowers.
The event was attended by represen–
tatives of various Captive Nations including many from Latvia, Lithuania.
Estonia and Ukraine - their support
groups, and staffs from the State
Department and the voice of America.
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Former NASA official and general
scores methods used by 0S1

W A S H I N G T O N - Retired u.s.
Army Gen. John Medaris, speaking at a
press conference sponsored by the
Coalition for Constitutional Justice and
Security, scored the Justice Depart–
ment's Office of Special investigations
for violations of due process in prose–
cuting alleged Nazi war criminals.
The news conference was held here at
the Hotel Washington onTuesdav. July
30. The Coalition for Constitutional
Justice and Security is opposed to the
methods currently employed by the OS1
and has called for congressional oversight hearings into its activities. .
Gen. Medaris, who is now a priest in
the Anglican Church, is tormer head of
NASA's Saturn space development
team. He also served as commander of
the Army Ballistic Missile Agency and
later the Army Ordnance Missile Com–
mand from 1955 to 1960, when he
retired from active duty. He played a
key role in the development of the
CAMBRIDGE. Mass. - sixteen Explorer 1 satellite, the Pershing missile Retired U.S. Army Gen. John Medaris
Harvard summer students, led by Ka– and the Saturn space booster.
of the Coalition for Constitutional
teryna Chumachenko. attended the
Gen. Medaris said at the news con– Justice and Security, who said that the
July 17 ceremonies here commemorat– ference that the Justice Department was
(Continued on page 13)
ing Captive Nations week.
deporting alleged Nazi war criminals
Also in attendance were Dr. Gloria without giving them a chance to rebut
y'Edynak of the Ukrainian Studies the evidence against them, and he called
Republican council statement
Fund and Dr. James E. Mace of the for congressional oversight hearings on
Harvard Ukrainian Research institute. what he said was unfair treatment of
Below is a statement "On the
Proclamations issued by Mayor naturalized U.S. citizens.
Matter of War Criminals " issued by
Raymond' Flynn of Boston and Gov.
He said the OS1 had engaged in
Michael Dukakis of Massachusetts "persecution not prosecution" and has
the National Republican Heritage
were read. After the official rally directed much of its work at Germans
Groups (Nationalities) Council, it
concluded, Ms. Chumachenko led the who helped pioneer the U.S. space
was distributed to the press at the
group in singing the Ukrainian national program.
news' conference held by the Coali–
anthem.
tion for^ Constitutional Justice and
in a letter to President Ronald
Security in Washington on July 30.
Reagan co-signed by 108 fellow scien–
tists. Gen. Medaris pointed out "an
The NRHGC fully supports the
outrageous violation of the most rudi–
goal of uncovering Nazi and other
mentary of human rights and of due
war criminals residing in the United
process perpetrated by the Office of
States and bringing them to justice.
Special investigations fwhichj intimi–
There can be no statute of limitations
bers of the Organization of Ukrainian dated and harassed Mr. Arthur Rudolph
for crimes against humanity. We
Nationalists, and the Ukrainian lnsur– until he was persuaded to relinquish his
condemn any past misguided actions
U.S. citizenship and return to West
gent Army, and those who fought
by United States government depart–
within the Canadian, American and Germany."
ments or agencies to harbor Nazi and
"We urge you to review the secretive,
French forces during World War 11.
other war criminals on "national
The Ukrainian community has re- deceptive and totally unjust process by
security" or other grounds.
acted properly to this Moscow-directed which Mr. Rudolph was forced to
However, the NRHGC is seriously
provocation, said the WCFU. People abandon his friends and deny his oath,"
concerned about the effects of current
have already started writing protest the letter said.
U.S. government policies, as well as
Gen. Medaris described Mr. Rudolph
letters and the Ukrainian Canadian
by the practice of the Justice Depart–
Committee has formed a special Civil as a good friend and pointed out that he
ment,
especially those of the Office of
Liberties Commission for this purpose. did work in a Nazi concentration camp
Special investigations cooperating
The problem of the defamation of but only as an engineer who had no
with Communist governments. These
Ukrainians was also examined ' at a contact or influence over the prisoners.
problems are a result, in part, of the
He further noted that Mr. Rudolph
recent meeting of the WCFU Presi–
failure of the Carter administration
dium. The Presidium has upheld the was ailing and would have ended up
and Congress to properly consult
reaction of the community to instigate a "broke and dead" if he had fought the
with all interested parties, including
suitable counteraction to the Soviet OSl's allegations, so instead he signed
Americans of East European origin
provocation and it asks support, both an agreement last year to return to
and heritage, many of whom suffered
moral and financial, for the work of West Germany. Mr. Rudolph had been
great losses at the hands of both the
a naturalized American citizen for
existing committees.
Nazis and Soviets, in the drafting of
Only with the cooperation of every– nearly 30 years.
Another speaker at the press confe–
one, the WCFU noted, can the Ukrai–
(Continued on page 13)
nian community stop those who want to rence was Anthony Mazeika, president
tarnish their national honor and destroy
the good name of Ukrainians in the
diaspora.

Harvard students
mark CN week

World Congress releoses statement
on defamation of Ukrainians
TORONTO - The World Congress
of Free Ukrainians released a state–
ment July 24. concerning its stance on
the problem of the defamation of Ukrai–
nians. which has recently been appear–
ing in the American. Canadian and
European information media.
The WCFU maintains that it is ironic
that many Ukrainians fell victim not
only io the Nazis but also to the Soviets.
The WCFU said that all genuine war
criminals should be brought to justice,
but that there is no such thing as collec–
tive responsibility.
The WCFU stated that Moscow has
attempted to distract attention from its
own crimes by taking advantage of the
Weisenthal Center and at the same time
hinting at Ukrainian war crimes. The
Soviets' aim is obvious: to slander the
good name of Ukrainians, to frighten
the community and to halt efforts at
publicizing the Ukrainian famine of
1932-33.
Many Ukrainians died in Nazi jails,
concentration camps and prisoner-ofwar camps, as did thousands of mem–

Motion filed in Polovchak case

CH1CAGO - The Justice Depart–
ment filed a motion to delay an order
ruled bya Federal District judge on July
29 which said the parents of 17-yearold Walter Polovchak were free to take
Canada.
The Saskatchewan Council has pre– their son to the Soviet Union, United
pared postcards addressed to Prime Press international reported July 30.
The Justice Department filed the
Minister Brian Mulroney, which urge
him to prevent the use of Soviet docu– emergency motion with the 7th Circuit
mentation by the Deschenes Corn- U.S. Court of Appeals here to keep the
mission, l,t is distributing the cards Polovchaks from taking Walter back to
among the Ukrainian Canadian com– the Soviet Union pending an appeal.
munity, asking that persons and organ– Shortly before. Judge Thomas McMillen
izations fill them out, sign them and issued a preliminary injunction prevent–
ing the immigration service from enmail them to the prime minister.
For its part, the Saskatchewan Coun– forcing its order of January 1982
barring anyone from taking the youth
(Continued on page 13)

Saskatchewan UCC urges action
SASKATOON - The Saskatchewan
Provisional Council of the Ukrai–
nian Canadian Committee has issued an
appeal to all Ukrainian individuals
and organizations to participate in a
letter-writing campaign aimed at protesting the possible use of Soviet i;vi–
dence by the Commission of inquiry on
War Criminals.
The commission, known as the
Deschenes Commission, was formed in
February to look into allegations that
there are Nazi war criminals residing in

Є

away against his will.
Julian Kulas, the youth's attorney,
also said he planned an appeal, if
Walter returns to the Soviet Union, he
will be placed "in prison, a gulag or a
psychiatric ward." Mr. Kulas said.
Harvey Grossman, an American
Civil Liberties lawyer, said Michael and
Anna Polovchak "want to be able to
consult with their child free from
government intervention." UP1 said.
A hearing on the case has been set for
September.
The question will become moot
October 3 when Waller turns 18 and will
be free to chose where he lives.
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Marlboro, N.J., parish Welcomes

Education official resists attempts

Ukrainian Catholic Church leader

to alter holocaust curriculum

J E R S E Y C1TY, N.J. - Referring to
the decision to remove a 16-page section
on the Ukrainian famine of 1932s33
from the first volume of a curriculum
guide called " T e a c h i n g A b o u t t h e
Holocaust and Genocide," Edward T.
L a l o r , d i r e c t o r of t h e Division of
P r o g r a m D e v e l o p m e n t of t h e New
York State Education Department, said
"1 d o and 1 will resist any attempt to
change what 1 consider pedagogically a
good decision."
That decision has the Ukrainian
c o m m u n i t y of New York s t a t e a n d
other community activists up in arms
over what they perceive as discrimina–
tion.
The section on the Ukrainian famine,
in which 7 million persons perished, was
removed from the chapter titled "Pre–
cursors of the Holocaust" in volume 1
and moved to volume i l l pf the series.
T h a t v o l u m e , titled " C a s e S t u d i e s :
PersecutionyGenocide," covers the
Cardinal Myrostav Lubachivsky is seen in the photo above with (from left): Dr. "Forced Famine in Ukraine" and "The
Roman Kernitsky; viadimir Lojko, church trustees; Msgr. Anthony Borsa, pastor; Killing of Cambodia."
Anna Applegate; and children of the parish.
Mr. Lalor met with representatives of
the Ukrainian community at the headM A R L B O R O . N . J . - C a r d i n a l Lojko, trustees of the church. Anna
q u a r t e r s of tr(e U k r a i n i a n N a t i o n a l
Myroslqv Lubachivsky on Sunday, July A p p l e g a t e p r e s e n t e d the t r a d i t i o n a l
Association in Jersey City, N.J., on
7, visited St. Wolodymyr Ukrainian bread and salt, the staples of life; and
Friday, August 2. Present at the mect–
Catholic Church here. Cardinal Luba– children of the parish presented flowers.
ing were: Michael Heretz, chairman of '
chivsky. as archbishop major, apostolic
the Ad Hoc Committee on Education
After the greeting, the cardinal held a
administrator of the Ukrainian Catholic
About the Famine-Genocide in Ukraine;
A r c h d i o c e s e in P h i l a d e l p h i a , esta– moleben, a service of devotion to the G e o r g e M. J . S l u s a r c z u k a n d Alia
blished t h e c a n o n i c a l s t a t u s of S t . Blessed virgin. He was assisted by Msgr.
H e r e t z , c o - c h a i r m e n of t h e ad h o c
Wolodymyr and furnished an antimen– Anthony Borsa, pastor of St. Wolo– group: Bohdan vitvitsky, former mem–
sion (relic) for the altar in March 1981. dymyr, and Msgr. victor Pospishil, ber of the advisory committee on the
The cardinal was greeted at the door d o c t o r of c a n o n law a n d m a r r i a g e , h o l o c a u s t , ' g e n o c i d e j - u r r i c u l u m who
by Dr. Roman Kernitsky and viadimir retired.
resigned because of education officials'
decision to transfer the famine section;
Ulana Diachuk, supreme treasurer of
the Ukrainian National Association;
and editors of Svoboda and The Ukrai–
nian Weekly, the two newspapers pub–
lished by the UNA.
Mr. Lalor had been directed by the
„Board of Regents– of New York to meet
with community representatives in an
effort to eliminate the misunderstand–
ings b e t w e e n t h e N e w Y o r k S t a t e
Education Department a n d the state's
Ukrainians. One meeting with commu– ,
nity representatives was held in Roches–
ter, N.Y., on Thursday, August 1; the
other took place the following day at the
UNA home office.
At the Jersey City meeting, commu–
nity r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s q u e s t i o n e d M r .
Lalor about the decision to move the
section on the Ukrainian famine. Mr.
Lalor insisted that the decision was
"pedagogically sound" and he charged
that the Ukrainian community had
politicized the issue. "1 believe that we
m a d e the best p e d a g o g i c a l l y s o u n d
decision." However, he said, "it has
ceased to be a pedagogical issue, and is
now a political one." Mr. Lalor added.

Lubachivsky visits Manor College

"1 will c o n t i n u e t o r e c o m m e n d t h e
course that we have begun."
The Ukrainian activists, however,
were not satisfied with the explanation
that the decision was a pedagogical one.
Dr. v i t v i t s k y a s k e d : " S h o u l d an
event that happened prior to the Holo–
caust... disappear from a section deal–
ing with events prior to the Holocaust,
w h e r e , logically, c h r o n o l o g i c a l l y it
should appear?" He noted. "The issue is
one of intellectual honesty."
Others asked: what makes the Arme–
nian genocide a precursor of the Holo–
(Continued on page 8)

Columnist criticizes
holocaust curriculum
WASHINGTON -

Joseph so–

bran, senior editor iof the National
Review a n d a syndicated columnist,
r e c e n t l y criticized t h e New Y o r k
State Department of Education for
skimming over the Soviet genocide in
Ukraine in 1932-33 in its Holocaust
and genocide studies program.
in a July 11 nationally syndicated
column, he wrote that the state's
D e p a r t m e n t of E d u c a t i o n h a s
" c h o s e n t o a l l b u t o m i t from its
Holocaust studies program one of
the ghastliest examples in history,"
referring t o the Ukrainian famine.
"its decision apparently was based
on the assumption that the Nazi
Holocaust was unique — an assump–
tion that is not only false but robs the
Nazi era of much of its negative value ,
as a source of lessons for others," he
wrote.
Mr. Sobran discussed the history
of the famine in Ukraine, a country
once known as the breadbasket of
Europe. He wrote that in the 1930s
U k r a i n i a n s in t h e West tried t o
publicize the Soviet genocide, but the
Soviet Union had plenty of partisans
in the Western press who, he wrote,
"did their best to obscure the truth."
The columnist also mentioned the
book, "Execution by H u n g e r , " a
memoir about that period by Miron
Dolot. He cited it as a publication
which give eyewitness accounts of
early collectivizing measures supervised by Communist Party officials.
Mr. Sobran concluded his column
by saying: "The Ukrainian famine,
by which Ukraine was starved into
submission, deserves inclusion in any
program of Holocaust studies. One
of its lessons is that economic ccntra–
lization. however benign its preten–
sions. can easily become a lethal
weapon of control."

Keston researcher visits Rome, Munich
KESTON. England -– The Ukrai–
nian r e s e a r c h e r a t Keston C o l l e g e ,
Andrew Sorokowski, recently visited
Munich and Rome in order to broaden
research activity and institutional
contacts.
Under an agreement between the
Cardinal Myroslav lvan Lubachivsky with members of the Manor Junior Ukrainian Studies Fund at Harvard
College administration upon his recent visit to the two-year college University and Keston College, Mr.
founded by the Ukrainian Sisters of St. Basil the Great. From left are: Sister Sorokowski began a four-year term at
Celine, academic dean; Sister Mary Cecilia, dean of students, who began the British-based center lor the study of
her term as president of Manor on July 1; Anthony Deivecchio, vice- religion in Communist countries last
president for finance; Sister Ann, librarian; Brother Shamus McGrenra, . N o v e m b e r . T h e p r o j e c t , funded by
acting dean of admissions; and Sister Miriam Claire, former president of donations from the Ukrainian commu–
Manor Junior College, who began her term of office as new provincial for nitv. involves' research and publication
the Sisters of St. Basil the Great, Sacred Heart Province, onJuly 1.Cardinal on contemporary Ukrainian religious
Lubachivsky. also toured the Ukrainian1 Heritage Studies Center at the affairs, as-'wety as. liaison with church
and scholarly institutions, in connec–
college.

tion with the millennium of Christian
Rus'-Ukraine.
in late April Mr. Sorokowski spent
several days at Radio Liberty in Munich,
w h e r e he t o o k a d v a n t a g e of R L ' s
excellent library facilities and consulted
with members of the Ukrainian section.
He a l s o visited the U k r a i n i a n Free
Universitv. one of the European insti–
t u t i o n s most active in o r g a n i z i n g
millennium observances.
in M a j the U k r a i n i a n r e s e a r c h e r
spent nearlj uvo weeks in Rome. There
he had the o p p o r t u n i t y to visit the
libraries of S t . C l e m e n t U k r a i n i a n
C a t h o l i c University, t h e Pontifical
Ukrainian College of St. Josaphat, the
(Continued on page 12)
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Ukrainian Weulv
A -pedagogically sound' decision
Why was a modest 16-page section on the Ukrainian famine of 193233 removed from a chapter called "Precursors of the Holocaust"inthe
first volume of a New York state curriculum guide titled "Teaching
About the Holocaust and Genocide"?
New York state's Ukrainians still do not know the reasons behind
this decision, in spite of meetings a state education official held with
Ukrainian community activists in an attempt to resolve the issue —
this, in accordance with a directive issued by the Board of .Regents.
The education department official, Edward Lalor, director of the
Division of Program Development, was less than forthright when he
insisted that.the decision to remove the brief section and place it.
instead, in an upcoming third volume called "Case Studies:
Persecution Genocide" was "pedagogically sound." Nor did his
further explanation that "we wanted to contemporizc"the famine shed
any light on the matter or convince Ukrainian community activists of
the decision's propriety. Frankly, it doesn't convince us either.
The Ukrainian community cannot and will not be appeased by New
York state education officials who tell us that a section in a
forthcoming volume of the curriculum guide series will not only tell the
story of the Great Famine, but will deal with current human-rights
violations in Ukraine as well. What is important here is not merely
w hether the famine is covered in a curriculum guide, but the context in
which it is covered. "The issue is one of principle and — as Bohdan
vitvitsky, the advisory committee member who resigned in protest to
education officials' decision, put it — one of "intellectual honesty."
The Great Famine was a genocide in which 7 million persons
perished, it took place in 1932-33. it was a precursor of Hitler's
.Holocaust, in which. 6 million Jews and millions of others were
systematically killed.
Why. then, can't the famine be included in the precursors chapter,
along with the Armenian genocide of 1915, during which the Turks^
slaughtered 1.5 million Armenians? WhaT is it, in the eyes of education
officials, that makes the Armenian genocide, and not the Ukrainian
famine, a precursor of the Holocaust? Mr. Lalor chose to ignore that
question when it was put to him.
Taking the famine' out of the chapter on "Precursors of the
Holocaust" is equal to robbing it — and the Holocaust of the Jews, we
might add - of its proper historical context. Placing it in a third
volume of case studies, one that is yet to be published and will be
distributed well after the first two volumes reach the schools, is an
illogical and. it appears to us, a discriminatory decision. The Ukrai–
nian community is rightfully outraged.
Mr. Lalor has charged that the Ukrainian community has
"politicized" the issue of the holocaust; genooide guide. What other
route would he suggest, however, when he and his department have
refused to budge on this issue. The intransigence of education officials,
in fact, leads us to think that perhaps the issue was a political one even
before the Ukrainian community learned of the decision to transfer the
famine section.
Our suggestion to New York state education officials is the
following, if they are so bent on contemporizing the famine (one notes
that the officials did not feel the Armenian genocide or the Holocaust
needed to be contemporized), then why not mention the Ukrainian
famine in the chapter on precursors, and deal with contemporary
Ukraine in the case studies volume? Then, the interests of New York
state's students would surely be better served.

NOTICE TO PUBLISHERS
AND AUTHORS
it is The Ukrainian Weekly's policy to run news items andfor reviews
of newly published books, booklets and reprints, as well as records
and premiere issues of periodicals, only after receipt by the editorial
offices of a copy of the material in question.
News items sent without a copy of the new release will not be
published.
Send new releases and information (where publication may be purchased, cost, etc.) to: The Editor, The Ukrainian Weekly, 30 Montgo–
mery St., Jersey City, N.J. 07302.

Ludmilla Alexeyeva on Soviet dissidents
Soviet Dissent: Contemporary Move–
ments of National, Religious, and
Human Rights by Ludmilla A le.xeyeva.
Mhldletown, Conn.: Wesleyan Univer–
sity Press. 1985. pp. 521. S35 (English,
translated from Russian).
This book attempts to describe the
independent social movements of dis–
sent in the Soviet Union. Many assume
that "the dissident" fights against the
Soviet system in a haphazard fashion,
but this author has produced a clear
differentiation between each movc–
ment. The great variety of Soviet
dissent is captured in this volume, which
depicts each group as promoting its own
identity and following its own purposes.
At the same time, unity is demonstrated
between these groups in the applieation
of peaceful means in the pursuit of
human rights.
І he movements are separated into
seven sections, including movements for
sell-determination, which focus mainh
on national groups, the movements of
deported nations, movements for emi–
gralion and for religious liberty, for
human rights, and for social and econo–
mic justice, and there is also a section
describing the consequences of the
human-rights movement on that of the
Russian nationals.
The main sources of information
used by the author are the samizdat and
the Chronicle of Current Events, al–
though the section on the Ukrainian
national movement also uses materials
from the Ukrainian Herald and infor–
malioh bulletins of the Ukrainian ,
Helsinki Group.
The chapter on the Ukrainian na–
tional movement is divided into sec–
tions on "Russification of Ukraine."
"The National Resistance Movement."
"The Generation of the Sixties." "U–
krainian Samizdat." "Human Rights
Organizations in Ukraine." "Ukrainian
Helsinki Watch Group" and "Ukrai–
nian Catholic Church."
The activities of the Ukrainian na–
tional movement in the 1960s are
highlighted, noting that this period was
a time of cultural revival in Ukraine,
especially among the intelligentsia, but
also in other strata of the population, as
shown by annual pilgrimages to monu–
ments of Taras Shevchenko.
The roots of his movement date

back to the late 1930s and the 1940s
and organizations such as the Organiza–
tioo of Ukrainian Nationalists and the
Ukrainian insurgent Липу, in the late
1950s and 1960s, many underground
groups were discovered, and the author
attempts to list these. She goes on to
assess contributions made by various
members of the sixties generation, such
as vasyl Symonenko. Olcs Honchar.
Alia Horska, Y'alentyn Moroz and
v"yacheslav Chornovil, and the nature
of the Ukrainian samvydav, noting
works such as lvan Dziuba's "lnierna–
uonalism or Russification." in the
1970s, the author says, l"hc Ukrainian
Helsinki Watch Group became an
important factor in tne Ukrainian
national movement.
Other national movements are also
covered, such as the Lithuanian, Esto–
nian.. Latvian and Georgian, as are
religious groups like the Baptists and
Pentecostals. All these sections and
those on the human-rights and social
justice movements., are compared and
contrasted, each containing informa–
tion on the samizdat. links with other
organizations, such as the Helsinki
groups and the church.
This publication gives a compilation
of the work of hundreds of dissidents in
the Soviet Union, and shows how they
function in an attempt to gain their
goals.

Report on Helsinki Accords violations
Ten Years Later: violations of the
Helsinki Accords. New York: U.S.
Helsinki Watch Committee. 1985. 330
pp. S10.
A chronicle of human-rights viola–
tions in certain Helsinki signatory
countries, "Ten Years Later: violations
of the Helsinki Accords," focuses
mainly on the period from September
1983, when the Madrid Review Confe–
rence ended, to August 1985, the 10th
anniversary .of the Helsinki Final Act. it
deals'with nine violators of human
rights and the Helsinki Accords: Bul–
garia, Czechoslovakia, East Germany,
Hungary, Poland, Rumania, Turkey,
the USSR and Yugoslavia.
Each section provides information
about one country, mainly gleaned
from Helsinki Committee reports,
samizdat publications and newspaper
reports, information is given as to the
extent of freedom of expression in each
area, for example whether media are
strictly controlled by the government or
whether Western newspapers are

available, in some cases, rock groups or
films were censured or banned, and
(Continued on page 14)
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of Helsinki Accords

Following is an excerpt of the 18th Semiannual samizdat material in circulation has reportedly
labor camp on the change of hooliganism, but on April
Report by the President to the Commission on declined significantly in recent years in the wake of
18 this sentence was overturned on approval. The
Security and Cooperation -in Europe on the lmple– numerous arrests. On October 10 Moscow authorities
appeals court reduced the charge and imposed a
mentation of the Helsinki Final Act. The report covers - sentenced Yelena Sannikova to labor camp and exile
sentence of 80 percent reduction in salary for a period
the period of October 1. 1984, to April 1 ofthisyeaf. for just such activity. Lithuanian chemist Lyudas
ofsix months, to be served at his regular place of work
The excerpted section refers to the Soviet Unions Dambrauskas was sentenced October 3 to five and a
(i.e. without confinement). The reason for this unpre–
implementation of Principle УІІ of the Helsinki half years in labor camp for samizdat memoirs on the
cedented action remains" unknown.
Accords' Basket 1'. Principle У11 deals with respect for 25 years he had spent in Stalinist camps, in late March.
The Group to Establish Trust between the USSR
human rights and fundamental freedoms, including
Lev Timofeyev, an economist, was arrested for his
and the U.S.A. is an independent group of concerned
the freedoms of thought, conscience, religion or belief. samizdat writings calling for economic reform.
Soviet citizens whose non-partisan, non-polemical
While most human-rights activists, for various
approach to the discussion of arms control and
CONCLUSION
reasons, do not campaign against the Soviet govern–
confidence-building stands in sharp contrast to the
ment per se, occasionally-certain groups do surfa.ee
statements of the officially sanctioned Soviet peace
Many Soviet citizens have sought to focus attention
that secretly advocate radical change in the political
committee. Members of this group continued to be
on the general problem of abuse of human rights in the
structure. The Soviet authorities continue relentlessly
subjected to harassment and persecution during the
Soviet Union and have suffered persecution as a
to persecute such groups. On December 18 Moscow
six months under review. Group member Nikolay
consequence. Such people are often involved in
authorities arrested vyacheslav Demin. a selfKhtamov was abducted on October 24 and taken to
religious activities or in defense of minority rights, but
proclaimed social democrat who led a small group of
the Soviet Far East, where he was ordered to join the
their prime focus is on the broader effort to expose and
like-minded colleagues, on charges of anti-Soviet
army. Upon his refusal, K,hramov was placed in
alleviate human-rights abuses. Within.this category
agitation and propaganda.
prisons and psychiatric hospitals, and was told that a
three figures are particularly well-known in the West:
Other individual dissidents were also targeted by
criminal case was being opened against him for
Andrei Sakharov, Anatoly Shcharansky and Yuri
Soviet authorities during the review period. Leningrad
resisting military service. After alTnost four months of
Orlov.
worker Boris Mitiashin was sentenced tofiveyears ina
detention. Khramov was ^tih(?xpectedly set free jn
Andrei Sakharov and his wife, Yelena Bonner,
labor camp and three in internal exile for anti-Soviet
February, given a military^deferment on medical
remained in exile in the closed city of Corky
agitation and propaganda. The 65-year-old blind
grounds, and permitted to return to Moscow.
throughout the review period. Soviet authorities have
historian Anton Antonov-Ovseyenko was arrested in
However, another group member. Aleksandr Sha–
held the couple under virtual house arrest during this
November, also on charges of anti-Soviet agitationand
travka, who is presently serving a three-year sentence
time. Neither friends nor relatives have been permitted
propaganda. His arrest was apparently the result of a
for anti-Soviet slander, was sentenced in January to an
to visit them, and they are even prohibited from
recent book he authored on Lavrenti Beria. And
additional two and a half years in labor camp lor
meeting with friends who reside in Gorky. Telephone
viadimir Sytinsky. a member of the council of repre–
alleged possession of narcotics. Group members
contact with the couple is not allowed, and they are
sentatives of Smot (an independent trade union group)
viadimir and Maria Fleischgakker and Mark
allowed to send only censored telegrams and postwas put on trial in early December and subsequently
Reytman were permitted to leave the USSR during the
cards. Only scientific colleagues of Sakharov have
was sent for extensive psychiatric examination.
review period, thus depriving the group of .several of its
succeeded, on two separate occasions, in gaining
more active members. Other members, such as
Persecution of dissidents does not relent even when
permission to travel from Moscow to Gorky to visit
Aleksey Lusnikov, Yuriy Medvedkov, viadimir
they are in labor camp. Not only are they subjected to
with the couple for the purpose of conducting
Brodsky and Aleksandr Rubchenko. were subjected to
insufficient nourishment, excessive work, improper
scientific talks.
detention by militia at various times.
medical attention, denial of family visits, confiscation
Attempts by the Soviet authorities to portray the
incarceration in psychiatric hospitals is frequently
of letters and beatings; but they are often rearrested at
Nobel Prize laureate as leading a normal, working life
utilized by the Soviet authorities as a punitive measure
the end of their terms on newly fabricated charges if
assume an unreal'dimension in view of the extensive
against individuals whose activities are considered to
their re-entry into Soviet society is considered
efforts to isolate him and Bonner in Gorky, in view of
run counter to the interests of the party and govern–
undesirable, in violation of Soviet law. the husband of
their past record of medical problems, observers
ment. The Soviet Union has. in fact, amassed such a
lryna Ratushynska, a talented young poet, has not
believe that the couple's health must be deteriorating,
particularly as advanced medical care is not available
in Gorky. The efforts to isolate Sakharov and Bonner
Persecution of dissidents does not relent even when they are in labor
provide vivid evidence of the Soviet authorities'
complete disrespect for the most elementary of human
camp... they are often rearrested
at the end of their terms on newly
rights and human dignity. Toward the end of the'
fabricated
charges if their re-entry into Soviet society is considered
review period there were reports that Sakharov had
informed the Soviet Academy of Sciences that he
undesirable.
... On^ October 23, the wife of Ukrainian Helsinki
Monitoring
would resign by May 10 if the academy did not
intervene to case his isolation.
...,
- Group member Mykola Horbal arrived at the labor camp from which her
Anatoly Shcharansky, a founding member of the
husband was to be released that day after serving five years. She was
Moscow Helsinki Monitoring Group, was transferred
during the review period from Chistopol prison to a
informed
that her husband had been rearrested
the previous day on
labor camp-in Perm. Because his health had de–
charges
of
anti-Soviet
slander,
later
changed
to
anti-Soviet
agitation
and
teriorated so severely while in prison, Shcharansky
was hospitalized for two months prior to his release propaganda.
y^'
into the labor camp. During this period his relatives
were unable to ascertain his exact whereabouts until,
in early January, they were permitted a 48-hour
been permitted to see hdY in camp since 1983. On deplorable record of abuses of psychiatry that it
meeting with him - the first such meeting since October 23, the wife of Ukrainian Helsinki Monitor– withdrew from the World Psychiatric Association in
Shcharansky's arrest in 1977. Despite repeated
ing Group member Mykola Horbal arrived at the 1983 rather than face near-certain censure or expul–
appeals for clemency for Shcharansky, now that he labor camp from which her husband was to be released sion. Far from chastened by the experience, the Soviet
has served more than half of his 13-year sentence. that day after servingfiveyears. She was informed that authorities continued this inhumane practice during
Soviet authorities continue to subject him to punish– her husband had been rearrested the previous day on the current review period, v'alentin Sokolov. a
ment for a crime he never committed, in February, he charges of anti-Soviet slander, later changed to anti- dissident poet, died in the Chernyakhovsky special
was again denounced in a film shown on national Soviet agitation and propaganda. Another political psychiatric hospital in October. Rozalia Kiikbaeva.
television as an enemy of the USSR. prisoner, viktor Grinev, who was due for release in who was forcibly committed to a Kazakhstan psychia–
Yuri Orlov. the leader of the Moscow Helsinki April 1985. was rearrested in camp in December and tric hospital in May 1983 for refusing to give up her
' Monitoring Group, continues to serve a five-year term sentenced to an additional year and a half camp term emigration efforts, died on January 8 at the age of 29
of exile in'aTemote area of the province of Yakutia. He for "malicious disobedience of camp authorities." His after she was not provided proper medical attention.
is permitted visits– from'his wife, but is subjected to wife is presently serving three years in exile for her Her brother Taksyn. who wasalso forcibly committed
to the same institution for his efforts at emigration,
harassment by local inhabitants. The food rations open support of human rights in the Soviet Union.
available to him are barely sufficient to sustain life in
Other Soviet champions of human rights continue was release after he developed serious undiagnosed
the harsh climatic conditions of Yakutia. Despite to suffer at the hands of the Soviet state. Anatoly medical problems. Aleksandr Riga, who was sen–
some illness during the review period. Orlov is
Marchenko. a member of the Moscow Helsinki tenced to indefinite psychiatric treatment during the
reported to be in stable condition. Appeals on his
Monitoring Group, has been permitted no correspon– previous review period, was sent in November to the
Far Eastern special psychiatric hospital in Blagovesh–
behalf continue to go unheard by Soviet authorities. dence with his family for more than one year, lvan
Kovaliov, also a member of the group, has not been chensk.
Another former member of the Helsinki Monitor–
Despite commitments under the Helsinki Final Act
permitted a visit by a relative since 1982. І here has
ing Group. Naum Meiman, continued to encounter
been no news of victoras Petkus, a Lithuanian to facilitate family reunification, the Soviet Union
obdurate resistance as he persistently sought permis–
Helsinki monitor, since August 1983. His health is continues to deny exit permission to thousands of its
sion for his wife to travel abroad for medical treatment
reportedly very bad after he was held in the labor camp citizens who wish to join relatives living abroad.
not available in the USSR, lnna Meiman. who under–
went several dangerous operations during this period, prison from 1983 to 1984. Anatoly Koryagin of the Jewish emigration continued its dramatic decline since
Working Commission to investigate the Use of the peak year of 1979. when over 50,000 left the
has been flatly denied exit permission.
'
Psychiatry for Political Purposes went on a four- country, in the period October 1 February 28. 327
Soviet defenders of human rights believe it essential
month hunger strike in late 1984. He has been Jews left the Soviet Union. This compares with
to work for a freer flow of information within Soviet
repeatedly
beaten by wardens in Chistopol prison approximately 423 Jews who left the Soviet Union in
society. To this end, activists have produced for many
the first five months of the previous review period. The
years samizdat manuscripts covering literary, ethnic. where he is being held, vyacheslav Hakhmin. also of
Soviet authorities continue to maintain, despite
the working commission, is restricted to ihe city of
religious, social, economic and political topics. Soviet
Kalinin, where in , was detained by authorities twice in abundant evidence in the contrary, that the vast
persecution of individuals allegedly affiliated with
such samizdat production has continued during the early 1984 for allegedly striking different individuals. majority ol Jews w ho wanted to leave the country have
(Continued on page 10)
On March 29. Bakhmin was sentenced to three years in
review period, despite the fact that the amount of
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On the lighter side...

LETTERS TO THE ED1TOR

Notes inaccuracy
of new book
Dear Editor:
Strolling through the Rutgers Uni–
versity Bookstore in New Brunswick.
N.J.., one day last week. 1 came across a
new book on display, "viadimir - The
Russian v i k i n g " by viadimir УоІкоґГ.
The book is about St.. volodymyr of
Kievan-Rus.' who is referred to by Mr.
v'olkoff as a Russian. The index of the
book contains no mention of Ukraine,
the nation which developed from the
Kievan-Rus" slate, while Russia dc–
veloped from the state of Muscovy to
the north.
І wish to bring this new book to the
attention of The Weekly readers, it is
important, especially during this time of
celebrations ol the millennium of Kie–
van Christianity, that we Ukrainians
take every opportunity to clear up the
misunderstandings and confusion con–
cerning the historical Kievan-Rus'state
and today's Russia. An example of this

Ukrainian Mission says
"Slovo о Polku"
is Russian literature
NEW YORK
When U N l C E F
recently announced plans tocommc–
morate the 8fM)th anniversary of the
epic poem "Slovo о Polku !horevi"
( lale of lhor's Armament), a Ukrai–
nian Canadian benefactor sent in a
donation lo U N l C E F , as well as a
request lor information pertaining to
this celebration.
What she got in response was a
rewrite oi history.
UNl.CEl Canada contacted its
New York office, and the dlficc. in
turn, contacted the Ukrainian SSR
Mission to the United Nations. The
mission informed UNlCEF that the
literary work in question is Russian
and all further inquiries should be
addressed to the Russian Mission.

Education official...
(Continued from page S)
caust and-the Ukrainian famine not a
precursor? Mr. Lalor's response to this
question was. "We were looking for two
areas we had begun work on to demon–
strate that persecution has not stopped,
that it is not locked in history." Ukraine
and Cambodia were chosen to appear in
the third volume of case studies.
Another question raised at the mcet–
ing concerned the distribution of the
three volumes. Mr. Heretz asked if the
third volume, which is not yet ready,
would be distributed along with the first
two volumes, which arc ready. Mr.
Lalor replied that volumes 1 and 11 are
to be distributed in September and that
t h e t h i r d v o l u m e w o u l d f o l l o w in
December.
Mrs. Heretz stressed that Ukrainians
feel very strongly that they arc being
w r o n g e d by not h a v i n g . t h e f a m i n e
acknowledged as a precursor to the
Holocaust in the curriculum guide.
Dr. Slusarczuk stated that Mr. Ідіог
had not explained the reasons for the
removal of the section on the Ukrai–
nian famine to the satisfaction of those
present, and he emphasized that the
U k r a i n i a n c o m m u n i t y " h a s not yet
begun to fight."
D r . v i t v i t s k y r e i t e r a t e d that "it
makes no sense whatsoever to studv a

We're not quite what we think

contusion appears on page 108 ul the
book, where a caption of a photograph
ol St. Sophia Cathedral in Kiev place"
Kiev in Russia, if we Ukrainians do not
take action against such blatant lies as
expressed by this book, nobody else
will, it is of extreme importance that
non-Ukrainians come to understand
that Ukraine is not Russia, nor is Russia
the Soviet Union, and that books such
as "viadimir - The Russian viking"
are deliberately misleading, created to
further Russify o u r rich U k r a i n i a n
heritage history and nation.
І have enclosed the name and address
of the publishers of this book, as well as
the address of the Rutgers University
bookstore. Let us unite in protest, write
to these publishers (and to any bookstores which carry this book) and voice
our opinion - as Ukrainians whose
vibrant, living heritage will disappear
unless we preserve it and teach others
about it.
The addresses are: Overlook Press,
Lewis H o l l o w R o a d . W o o d s t o c k .
N.Y.: Rutgers University Bookstore,
F e r r e n M a l l , New B r u n s w i c k , N . J .
08903.
Nadia N . Shevchuk
Jersey City, N.J.

Commends series
by Cymbalisty
Dear Editor:
І would like to commend Boh'dan Y.
Cymbalisty for the excellent series of
articles on ethnicity. І was especially
impressed with Part v in your July 14
issue.
We greatly appreciate rcccivingThe
Ukrainian Weekly, as recommended to
us by Myron Kuropas. We enjoy read–
ing this excellent weekly a n d often
-identifv-w-rtft-twitny tyt-thc-isstics-vrhich
are thoughtfully discussed.
Anthony Sorrentino
executive director
Joint Civic Committee
of ltalian Americans
Chicago
major genocide outside of the context of
the first volume," and he asked that it be
returned to the first volume "because it
belongs there."
After Mr. Lalor had met with Ukrai–
n i a n c o m m u n i t y r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s as
d i r e c t e d by t h e B o a r d of R e g e n t s ,
c o m m u n i t y s p o k e s m e n sent a j o i n t
letter to Dr. Lousie P. Matteoni, chairperson of the Regents Committee on
Elementary, Secondary and Continuing
Education. The letter noted that "Mr.
Lalor could not explain the reason for
the arbitrary rempyal of the section on
the Ukrainian famine from the chapter
on 'Precursors of the Holocaust'and its
transfer... Thus, your recommendations
to e l i m i n a t e t h e m i s u n d e r s t a n d i n g s
between the New York State Education
Department and the Ukrainian commu–
nity concerning the Ukrainian famine
were not implemented."
The letter also asked that the matter
of the Ukrainian famine and the holo–
c a u s t c u r r i c u l u m be placed on the
agenda of the next meeting of і he Board
of Regents.
it concluded: "Since Mr. Lalor gave
no pedagogical nor any other reasons
for the removal of the section on the
Ukrainian famine from volume 1. and
since it belongs there chronologically,
t o p i c a l l y a n d h i s t o r i c a l l y , wi– must
conclude that his decision was discrimi–
natorv."

by Alex Poszewanyk
On the basis of selected readings from
Ukrainian literature and discussions
with elders, one could get the impres–
sion that U k r a i n i a n s a r e the most
refined and most moral people on earth.
Some even think that all of today's
social problems are the products of
corrupt modern Western society, "in
our time, in the old country, we didn't
have such problems," they say.
The elders complain about the be–
havior of youths, without looking back
a n d r e m e m b e r i n g their own y o u t h .
They say that today's youths do not
measure up– to the youths of the past,
without realizing that this very com–
plaint is repeated by every generation all
over the world. The very same cornplaints can be found in the writings of
ancient Greek philosophers.
The elders complain about the drink–
ing habits of the young, and yet d o not
see how they themselves down one glass
after a n o t h e r in t h e p a t r i o t i c Ukie
community and church hall bars. There
have been instances, for example, where
a father is seen sitting with perhaps his
10th drink in his hand while complain–
ing that "someone" has taught his kids
to drink.
Our people sing after they have had a
few d r i n k s . " . . . A l t h o u g h we a r e a
stateless and easygoing nation — we are
a musical people. When we sing — we
drink, and when we drink - we sing.
Let the Turks and Tatars march on us:
we drink to the end. Silver-bottomed
crystal goblet, to drink or not to drink,
you'll still die..."
in the old country, youths did not
s m o k e m a r i j u a n a , but o c c a s i o n a l l y
some elders would be stoned for days
after smoking themselves into a trance,
in the old country the plant which we
call marijuana was named "konopli."
Red poppies also grew there...
Complaints are often heard about the
excesses of today's youths. Yet Ukrai–
nian folk songs are full of such lyrics as
"My mother beat me." Why did her
m o t h e r b e a t ' h e r ? J u s t b e c a u s e she
"poured water on the door hinges'".' Or,
for example: "You deceived me, you
stood me up, you drove me out of my
mind." Then the song goes on: "You
told me by the shed, but didn't say
which one." Why did she invite him to
the shed? And what about that popular
song about "Chmel": "Where, my son,
did you spend the night?"
in the past, in the old country there
was no divorce, as there is here in the
modern Western world. But, at the
same time, our old folk songs present
another side of the picture: "When my

dearest went to the mail, the 'prudyvus'
visited me: and he kissed me... Oh, my
dearest, who told you that the'prudyvus'
spent the night with me..." "Prudyvus"
is not necessarily a man with a ruddy
mustache - the word "prudyvus" is
equivalent to the French word "gigolo,"
or in Ukrainian, "dzygun." You have
probably heard this song as well: "Oh,
gigolo, gigolo, how lazy you are..."
Today's parents are often surprised
when their children choose mates who
a r e n o t t o t h e i r l i k i n g , a n d if they
happen to elope - that makes it even
worse, as if eloping were a modern
phenomenon. Yet old song lyrics tell us
otherwise: "Oh, the wind blew on the
mountain. My dearest was with me that
night; as he polished my shoes, he
kissed my check..."; or: "...Oh, dearest
mother, 1 take after you; grandmother
told me how you ran away to dad!"; or:
"A guelder-rose is not a willow, 1 am a
girl, a young girl. A guelder-rose is not a
willow, 1 am a girl, just like you once
were..."
As far back as we know, our ancestors
composed songs for every occasion.
And so our Ukrainian songs reflect all
aspects of bur history and traditions,
the heart and soul of our people, the
daily lifestyle of our people, now and in
the past. Our folk songs are full of
symbolism, where one thing represents
s o m e t h i n g completely different (but
symbolism is a whole separate topic).
The lyrics loosely translated above are
- but a sample, a drop of water in the vast
sea of Ukrainian songs.
in the Ukrainian language, as in every
other language, there are swear words
and curses. For example, the Ukrainian
language has names for a female dog
and for its offspring, and names for a
member of the oldest profession in the
world, and for her son. in addition, the
Ukrainian language is full of colorful
swear words, many, typically Ukrai–
nian, calling on the spirits or natural
forces to strike someone, for example,
referring to someone as a "cholera" or a
"zaraza." and so on.
But there is one striking difference.
Although the Ukrainian people have
suffered so much for so long, there are
no swear words against God, as there
are in English, ltalian or other lan–
guages. Perhaps, because of this, Ukrai–
nians are more cultured and moral.
Except for this, and some other minor
differences, Ukrainian people are not
very different from other people. Among
Ukrainians we have, as in the past, good
pco"ple, better people and other people,
in other words, Ukrainian people are
absolutely normal people. Not everyone
is a "saint."

A tank for vodka: fair trade?
FRANKFURT Four Soviet
soldiers bartered their tank for two
cases of vodka while lost on ma–
neuvers in Czechoslovakia, and were
found two days later in a forest,
sleeping off the consequences of their
drinking spree, reported the Asso–
ciated Press.
Lost in cold, foggy weather, the
Soviet tank crew drove into a village
around 9 p.m. The only bar was still
open, and the crew parked the tank in
a barn behind the building. The crew
members had enough cash for only
one bottle of vodka but received
three more in return for the leader's
gold wedding ring. Two hours later,
thev were seen leaving " i t h t w leases

of vodka and seven pounds of herring
and pickles.
While the crew members main–
tained to Soviet military police that
they had no idea what had become of
the tank, the first clues as to its fate
turned up 10 days later, when the
head of a local metal-recycling center
said that he had just bought a large
amount of high-quality, sawed-up
steel from a pub owner. The shell of
the tank was soon found in the barn
behind the bar, the landlord saying
that he had acquired the tank in
exchange for 24 bottles of vodka and
had thrown the herrings in as "a
gcsiuie of comradeship."
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Soyuzivka summers: a worker's fond reminiscence
by Orysia Paszczak Tracz
For Pan Kwas, upon his

retirement.

PARTJ
it is with deep nostalgia that 1 read
about the summer activities at Soyu–
zivka. Because of distance, my family
and 1 visited there only every few years.
And 1 miss it. After all, it was my
summer and weekend home for five
years in the early 1960s.
Up to now, 1 haven't really expressed
my thanks and appreciation for having
had the opportunity of working there, it
was more that just a place of work, a
source of a paycheck for a student. І
benefitied from it greatly, over and
above what Soyuzivka may have bene–
fitted from my work.
1 began working in the Soyuzivka
office at the age of 15. І almost didn't
make it. Pan Kwas (we always called
him Pan Kwas, never Mr. or Walter)
first refused my application because І
was too young by a few months. Later,
he told me that he changed his mind and
gave me a chance when 1 pleaded with
him, saying that 1 was willing to d o any
kind of j o b .
That first spring weekend at Soyu–
zivka was a terrifying experience for a
t e e n a g e r w h o h a d never f o r m a l l y
worked before. 1 really wanted to do
everything perfectly - after all, my
summer j o b depended upon this trial
week-end. І was to be a waitress. Panic!
І had never been a waitress. With the
p r o d d i n g of girls with b a r e l y m o r e
experience, 1 survived Saturday breakfast.
But total devastation set in when, in
clearing the table. І did not find a tip. it
wasn't the money that was important,
but that tip would have meant that 1 had
done a good job. When it wasn't there
after lunch, 1 was really worried. What a
relief it was to learn that tips were left at
the end of the weekend. Finally 1 did get
the tips, but m a y b s - i n y waitressing
wasn't that hoi after all. because Pan
Kwas decided 1 would be better suited
for the office.
As 1 told those who asked at the time,
for me it seemed that office work was
harder than waitressing. if 1 brought the
wrong serving of food to a guest. І could
always apologize and return with the
right order. True, if 1 spilled something
on a guest, 1 would be in deep trouble.
And serving a large family with small
children for a week could be either fun
or disaster, depending upon the parents
a n d k i d s . P h y s i c a l l y , it w a s m o r e
d e m a n d i n g w o r k , but easier on the
nerves and emotions — less stress.
Many times 1 wished 1 were a waitress
again. Once 1 gave a couple the keys to
the wrong reserved room. They liked it
so much they did not want to change it
for the one they had really reserved. The
other family was in the lobby waiting
for the same room, which they had
reserved year after year, it was my
mistake, and 1 had to explain the
situation to them, showing just the right
degree of desperation (rather than all
my desperation). After what seemed
like a dreadfully long time, they took
pity on me and moved, though not that
eagerly. І needed this on a busy Soyu–
zivka Saturday.
i've lost count of the typographical
errors made in preparing menus, which
must have brought a smile to some
diners - and a glare from Pan Kwas.
Sheer terror set in the few times 1 awoke
at 8:10 a.m. or so. and 1 was to have
opened the office at 8 a.m. Pan Kwas
would be at his desk already. No words
were necessary, the look on his face was
enough.
Аз office girls, we met all the guests

Years ago: a view of the stately Main House at Soyuzivka.
and knew all the workers (somehow, we
never called ourselves "staff"). That was
an experience in itself. The guests were
marvelous: the pretentious, unpreten–
tious, those there for a real rest, the
eternal singles on the make, the middleaged married men out to "impress"
young girls, lovely families with chil–
dren (we would babysit), elderly parents
with "children" who never grew up.
i n t e r e s t i n g p e o p l e with f a s c i n a t i n g
stories to tell.
A few times 1 witnessed tearful
reunions^m""TRc"lobrJy between people
who h a d not seen e a c h o t h e r since
"gimnaziya" in Ukraine, or since they
were part of a railroad transport in
Germany during the war (forced labor).
or since D P camp.
There were a few pompous guests.
who made many demands (not requests)
and expected top service, but who were
c h e a p when it c a m e t o p a y i n g a n d
tipping. Pan Kwas was especially
irritated with a guest who wanted to tip
him for a particular service. He told the
guest that he didn't accept tips, but to
tip t h e w o r k e r s . At t h a t , the m a n
mumbled something, and left without
t i p p i n g a n y o n e . P e o p l e like t h a t
bothered Pan Kwas.
There was the doctor who was a
nature lover and a prominent writer on
nature and animals. She wanted us to
kill the cricket either inside or right
outsider her r o o m , it b o t h e r e d her.
During registration, one "pan magister"
was most unhappy with my negative
response to his question. " P a n n o c h k o . a
vy tut tytuliv ne vyznayete?" (Miss,
don't you acknowledge titles here?) He
had a master's degree.
The workers always looked forward
to "the Flis gang" - the large group of
friends who annually took over Kyiv
during the last week of July and first
week of August. They really enjoyed
themselves, and were not demanding.
T h e y h e l p e d a n d served t h e m s e l v e s
many times. They would sing coming
into the dining room, did crazy things at
the pool, gave parties at Kyiv. Being
isolated from other guests, their boister–
oiisnessxrrd-siot bother too many —
otherXhan the very straight-laced. And
their children were part of the fun.
One of the bunch wanted to play a

joke (as their group always did) on a
new guest unfamiliar with Ukrainian.
All the guest kept hearing over the P.A.
was " P a n " this and " P a n " that. І was
supposed to page " P a n Derosa." Get it?
І didn't, because 1 never watched the
p r o g r a m . І blew it by paging " P a n
Panderosa."
At sign out on their last Saturday, the
whole gang would gather in the lobby
and serenade us. The waitresses liked
them because they were nice people and left good tips. The) were like an
enormous extended family. І wonder if
the) and their children, and grandchildren, are continuing this tradition.
We learned a lot about people by
observing the guests. Often those who
were the loudest and most demanding,
a n d w h o t r e a t e d the w o r k e r s dis–
courteously, were of little substance, in
contrast, those guests who were polite
and kind no matter who they were,
taught us a lot about good people.
The workers were just as interesting.
We were students from all over the
United States. Some even had nickn a m e s based on their h o m e s t a t e s :
Kansas, the dishwasher, and virginia.
the male med student who worked outdoors. Some names didn't make sense at
all. Once 1 handled a person-to-person
call from a mother to George S. When І
did not know who it was, in exaspera–
tion the mother said, " O p e r a t o r .
George ... they call him Harry." Of
course!
Speaking of the boys, not onesummer
passed without strike talk from some of
the guys in t h e S t u d i o ( t h e i r d o r m i t o r y ) .
Usually, it passed quickly. Working at
Soyuzivka was not a paid vacation. We
really had to work. Those that didn't,
didn't last.
There was work of all kinds. Often І
was sorry that the workers behind the
scenes - those whom the public did not
see - did not get the "recognition and
credit they deserved. The dishwashers,
the garbage collectors, the groundsk e e p e r s , the salad girl, the b a k e r ' s
helper, chef's helpers, chambermaids,
accountant, snack bar staff, the cooks
- the unsung heroes, if you will - kept
Soj uzivka running.
The work was not easy. For example,
the waitresses and waiters, who usuallv

?

made a good salary because of tips,
seemed to work the whole day through.
T h e r e were s h o r t i n t e r v a l s b e t w e e n
meals, but serving the food was not their
only j o b . There was the preparation
before and clean up after each meal. The
dining room hostess did not just stroll
around and smile a lot. She was respon–
sible lor the serving staff, the waitresses,
waiters and busboys. Much planning,
supervising and frustration went into
this "glamorous" j o b .
Some students were more willing to
work than others. One office girl was a
real clock watcher, strictly 9 to 5, which
is quite impossible in a resort s i t u a t i o n . "
We didn't need such strict adherence to
the timetable, because we understood
our work and each other. We knew that
if we stayed later because of a particular
problem or situation, we could work it
o u t . O u r clock w a t c h e r lasted o n e
season. We were especially flexible in
our schedules when distant boyfriends
arrived, usually (and thankfully) not.all
on the same weekend.
Soyuzivka was most condusive to
romance. Problems did arise in juggling
old back-home romances and current
Soyuzivka ones. Then there were ro–
mances between workers, and between
workers and guests. And Pan Kwas. our
father away from home, knew exactly
what was going on and between whom,
and would act upon or ignore accord–
ingly. if he approved, fine, if not. he
would certainly let the worker know. Hx
had to, he was responsible for us, tfusj
motley bunch of close to 100 teenagers.
We knew he had radar. And if it
wasn't radar, it was a remarkable knack
, of watching, listening and ferreting out
inadvertant comments, and putting it
all together. Other times, it was just his
sixth sense. Who can count how many
c o u p l e s he i n t r o d u c e d , d i r e c t l y or
indirectly? And we will never know how
many he separated "for our own good."
І a m sure that the count of Soyuzivka
employees who met there and latef
married other workers or guests is well
in the hundreds
this writer included.
1 met my future husband. Myroslaw
(nicknamed Tracy, at the time) on the
Trailways bus going up to Soyuzivka.
Later that summer. Pan Kwa^ made a
(Continued on page 14)
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Mishalow conducts bandura workshop

Harvard USF begins media campaign

NEW YORK
Bandurist victor from both the Chcrnihiv and Poltava
Mishalow of Australia recently con- styles. On the last day of the course, in a
ducted a five-day workshop on ad– show of the practical application of that
vanced aspects of the Kiev style of style of play, he presented a concert for
bandura playing. The workshop, spon– workshop participants, their families
sored by the New York School of and friends, in which -he performed
Bandura, which is partially funded by instrumental pieces by Kytasty. Drem–
tlfe" New York Stale Council on the liuha. Handel. Bach. Bortniansky.
Arts, was attended by members of the Bashtan. and M iaskov as well as several
school, as well as members of the Echo of his own arrangements of Ukrainian
folk songs.
of the Steppes bandura ensemble.
Anyone interested in enrolling this
During the workshop, held May 30
through June 4. Mr. Mishalow demon– fall in the New York School of Bandura
strated various exercises and techniques should call (7ІХ) 658-7449 from 9 a.m.
of play in the Kiev style, which differs to 8 p.m.

CAM BRІDGE. Mass. - The Ukrai–
nian Studies Fund office at .Harvard
University has initiated a media-networking campaign involving Ukrainian
summer school students and Friends of
HURl in Cambridge.
The goal of the campaign is to
promote Miron Dolot's book, "Execu–
tion by Hunger: The Hidden Holo–
caust."and the documentary film on the
famine. "Harvest of Despair."
The students conducted marketing
research on Boston and western Mass–
achusetts media. Personal letters, press
clippings, quotes from book and film
reviews, and a fact sheet on Ukraine
were sent to 150 persons in the press, TY

Detroit students awarded scholarships
JERSEY C1TY. N.J. - The Scho–
larship Committee of the Ukrainian
Graduates of Detroit and Windsor, a
professional organization of college and
university graduates of Ukrainian
descent, recently announced the scho–
larship recipients for the 1984-85'school
year.
Certificates and cash awards will be
presented to the winners at an annual
banquet ball tentatively scheduled for
October 19. This year's winners are:
Christina Andrushkiw, Michael Goshko.
Peter Dcmcnik. George Hnidukcwych.

Sonia Hrysko. Leonard Kazmerski.
Stephen Lozinski. Denys Pryjma, Philip Mykola Price and Peter Zura.
The winners were chosen from a list
of 35 nominees on the basis of their
academic performance as well as their
participation in extracurricular acti–
vities in school and Ukrainian orga–
nizations. The students, who will re–
ceive awards of at least S100. are also
required to explain their plan for
involvement in the Ukrainian com–
munity upon graduating from college.

What is a UNA insurance policy?
An investment in your future
and the Ukrainian community's future.

Attention readers
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Canada releases study of Ukrainians
TORONTO - "A Heritage in Tran–
sition: Essays– in the History of the
Ukrainians in Canada,"an ethnic study
by Dr. Manoly Lupul was recently
introduced at a reception here.
This book and "From China to
Canada: A History of the Chinese Com–
munities in Canada," by Dr. Edgar
Wickberg were launched by Jack Murta,
the minister of state for multicultura–
lism, who explained that each of these
histories teaches about the real builders
of Canada and helps eradicate racial
intolerance with an appreciation for
Canada's pioneers.

During the evening, Prof. Lupul
spoke about the importance of studies
on Canada's social history to amplify
the work done on the country's political
and economic history:
The two books are part of an ongoing
series published in English by Mc–
Clelland and Stewart Ltd. and'in
French by the Ministry of Supply and
Services, both in association with
Multicu!turalism Canada.
More than 400 community members,
scholars and media representatives
attended the reception in Toronto.

Basilian sisters attend retreats
PHILADELPHIA - The Rev. An–
drij Chirovsky of St. Nicholas Diocese
in Chicago conducted the five-day
annual retreat in the Ukrainian
language for the Sisters of St. Basil at
the Motherhouse in Fox Chase, Pa., on
June 24-28.
The Rev. Chirovskychosethespiritua–
lity and theology of the divine liturgy as
the unifying liturgical theme of the
retreat conference, with particular
"emphasis on the importance of the
Cherubic Hymn as the key thought of
the.liturgy.
A retreat in the English language was
conducted by the very Rev. George

For the record...
(Continued from page 7)
already left, and that the rate of emigra–tion is declining naturally as fewer andІ
fewer families remain to be reunited.
The authorities have also stated thatt
family reunification refers only to those-'
families divided by World War 11.
The current review period has also
witnessed a continuation of anti-Semitic
rhetoric thinly veiled as "anti-Zionism."
Soviet propaganda maintains that
lsraeli and Western intelligence encourage emigration in order to obtain
state secrets from Soviet citizens, it
further alleges that "Zionists" colla–
borated with Fascists during World
War 11 to send many innocent Jews to'
their death. These "Zionist elements,"

The Svoboda Press administration office has implemented a new
expiration date notice system for The Ukrainian Weekly subscribers.
The form, pictured above, will be sent to all subscribers prior to the
expiration date of their order. This new system will provide more
expedient service to both Weekly readers and the administration
office, thus we ask you to remit the notice immediately and not wait for
a second reminder. We hope this new system will allow you to receive
The Weekly without interruption.

and radio. This is to be followed by a
"phone-a-thon" inviting the media to
review the book and attend a screening
of the film on August 7.
Students participating in the Boston
media campaign include Kateryna
Chumachenko, Anizia Karmazyn,
Marko Rakowsky, Sonia Lutarewych,
Francis Yatzun, Mona Snylyk, Anya
Silecky, Dianne and Nicholas Sadnyt–
zky, Larysa Sawertailo, Kathleen
Carroll, Joe Bilovus, Eric Strychaiuk,
Nadia Maryniak and Kathy Dyga.
Dr. Lubomir Hajda, Andrij Bilyk of
ІМАХ international, a media relations
firm, and Dr. James E. Mace are
advising the group.

insure
Щ and be sure,
Ш Join the UNA

Appleyard of St. Josaphat Diocese of
Parma. Ohio, from July 7 to 12.
The thrust of the retreat was an
examination of "The Glory," and a
further inquiry into the art of prayer.
The retreatants were invited to "climb
the mountain of perfection" with St.
Gregory of Nyssa as their guide. Opi–
tional sessions were provided in an
introduction to Enneagram, a method
of self-understanding, and the rccita–
tion of the Psalter. A penance service
and a panakhyda fordeceased members
of the order were held on Thursday,
July 11, and the blessing of water at the
grotto was held as a closing service of
the retreat on Friday. July 12.
so the argument goes, now comprise the
ruling circles of lsrael, which has
inherited Hitler's Fascist mantle. The
"Anti-Zionist Committee of the Soviet
Public," an officially sanctioned group,
continues to lead the propaganda attack
against Jewish refuseniks and "Zio–
nists," though it has staged fewer public
appearances than during the previous
review period.
individual Jewish "refuseniks" (Jews
who have been refused when they apply
to emigrate) have responded in various
ways to official intransigence on emi–
gration. Some have reacted with despair
and for the time being have stopped
applying to leave, while others apply as
frequently as possible — once every six
months.
Ethnic German emigration from the
Soviet Union remained at low levels
throughout the reporting period. From
October 1 through February 28, 273
ethnic Germans left the Soviet Union..
This compares with 523 during the first
live months of the previous reporting
period.

Armenian emigration to the United
'. States remained very low, with onfy 32
І leaving. Forty-six left in the previous
review period.
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Mayor's wife
is Ukrainian
JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - The First
Lady of Jersey City, wife of newly
elected Mayor Anthony R. Cucci, is of
Ukrainian ancestry.
Born Anna Homiak in Gammontown, in lower Jersey City, to immigrant
parents, she is the first Ukrainian wife of
a mayor in the city's records dating back
360 years. The couple was married on
June 22.
An outgoing person, Mrs. Cucci said
she intends "to offer as much help to
Tony as a wife and companion, while
still remaining in the background."She
is called Ann by her husband and
others.
Whenever they can. Mayor and Mrs.
Cucci cook together in their home in
Greenville. Mrs. Cucci has taught her
husband to help her prepare three
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Notes on people
favorite Ukrainian dishes: holubtsi,
kovbasa and pyrohy. He, in turn, has
schooled her in his favorite italian
foods, like veal and peppers, veal
parmigiana, lasagna and chicken cac–
ciatore.
Mrs. Cucci has been a professional
photographer for the past 18 years,
working with the Martin Studio of
Jersey City. She has taken photography
courses at Jersey City State College and
at the Kodak School in Rochester, N.Y.
Her parents, the late Michael and
Marie (nee Bishko) Homiak were wellknown in Gammontown where they
resided almost all of their adult life.
Michael died about 30 years go; Marie,
in March of this year.
Mrs. Cucci has a daughter, Diane
Silvestri.

Prepares exhibit
on millennium
JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - To mark in
philately the Millennium of Christianity
in Ukraine, Andrij D. Solczanyk pre–
pared a philatelic exhibit titled "Chris–
tianity in Ukraine." The exhibit has
already received four awards at the
philatelic exhibitions SEPAD "84 in
Philadelphia and ROPEX ^85 in Ro–
chester, N.Y.
This exhibit was accepted for the
philatelic exhibition NAPEX 455 or–
ganized by the National Philatelic
Exhibitions of Washington. The exhibi–
tion was held at the Sheraton National
Hotel in Arlington, va. on June 7-9.
The 128-page exhibit narrates, with
the help of philatelic materials (stamps,
post-office cancellations, official postal
cards, official postal covers, etc.). the
history of Christianity in Ukraine since
its beginnings to the present time.
The first section of the exhibit,
personalities, includes St. Andrew the
Apostle, St. John Chrysostom. Pope St.
Clement 1. Ss. Cyril and Methodius. St.
Olha. St. v'olodymyr the Great and Ss
ABrys and Hlib.
Pope Sylvester 11. chronicler Nestor.
St. John of Suchava. St. Josaphat
Kuntsevych, Metropolitan Petro
Mohyla. Metropolitan Dosytey. the
Rev. M. verbytsky. Metropolitan An–
drey Sheptytsky. Patriarch and Car–
dinal Josyf Slipyj and others complete
this section.
The second section is dedicated to
"ChuTches. St. Sophia. St. Andrew, the
Pecherska Lavra. all in Kiev. St. George
and the Dormilionof the virgin in Lviv.
and other churches in Ukraine are

Newlyweds: Mayor Anthony Cucci and his wife, Anna nee Homiak.

Sisters celebrate silver jubilees

shown.
Worth mentioning are -the wooden
churches of the Carpathian region:
Dormition of the virgin, Yasinia; Holy
Cross, Uluch; St. George, Drohobych;
St. Onuphrius, Rosolyn; and virgin
Mary, Rychwald.
Ukrainian churches outside Ukraine
are also covered: St. Barbara in vienna,
St. Sophia in -Rome, St. John the
Baptist in Hunter, N.Y. and Ss. volo–
dymyr and Olha in Chicago.
The third section depicts icons, and
among them are those that were vene–
rated in Ukraine and later became
famous in other lands. They are the
virgin of vyshhorod, now known as the
virgin of viadimir in Russia; the virgin
of Belz. now known as the virgin of
Czestochowa in Poland; and the virgin
of Maria-Pouch, now preserved in St.
Stephen's Cathedral in vienna.
The last section includes miscella–
neous. mostly Christmas topics.

is Elks officer
SEATTLE, Wash.
Walter Hrycy–
shyn Hendricks of New York Lodge
No 1 ot the Elks was recognized as a
newly elected exalted ruler at the 121st
convention ol the Grand Lodge. Bene–
volent and Protective Order of Elks,
held here on July 14-18.
Mr. Hendricks is one of more than
2.250 exalted rulers nationwide, and.
for one year, is the elected leader of his
local Elks lodge. Each exalted ruler is
elected by his lodge in March.and takes
office in April.
The exalted rulers heard convention
reports that the Elks donated more than
S28 million to various charities during
1984-85. Since the Elks began keeping
records 105 years ago. more than S50
million has been donated for charitable
purposes.
""" "^ '"m
Mr. Hendricks is a past commander
of Ukrainian American veterans Post
No. 7 in New York.

SVOBODA PRINT SHOP
Professions! typesetting and printing services.
We print
BOOKS a BROCHURES m LEAFLETS
For information and rates contact
SVOBODA

30 Morrttonwry Street ш Jersey City, N.J. 07302
Telephone: (201)434-0237: (201)434-0807:
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Sister Cecilia Jurasinski O S B M (center), dean of students at Manor Junior
College in J e n k i n t o w n , Pa., was recently honored at a reception celebrating
her silver jubilee as a sister of the Order of St. Basil the Great. At left is Sister
Rita Stremba O S B M , an instructor at St. Basil Academy in Fox Chase, w h o
also observed her 25th anniversary as a sister. At right is Sister Miriam
Claire O S B M , president of Manor Junior College. Sisters Cecilia and Rita,
both natives of Reading, Pa., entered the order together in 1960.

1985 tennis season at Soyuzivka
Doubles
USCAK Nationals
UNA invitational
Plast ....
KLK

І
August 10-11
August 30 - September 2
September 14-15
September 28-29
,
October 12-13
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132 congressmen...

FLORIDA:
Buddy MacKay (D)
Michael Bilirakk (R)
(Continued from page 1)
April of next year. The 80-year-old Connie Mac ill (R)
rights activist suffers from diabetes, Dan Mica (D)
Larry Smith (D)
rheumatism and high blood pressure.
Nciaude D. Pepper (D)
The largest number of co-signers to j Dante B. Fascell (D)
the letter, 21, came from the state of
California. New York was second with
19. Pennsylvania, although the most William O) Lipinski (D)
p o p u l o u s state for Ukrainians ac– Cardiss Collins (D)
cording to the last census, had a total of JomTErlPorter CR)
six co-signers, the same as Texas, where Philip M. Crane (R)
relatively few Ukrainians reside, in Harris W. Fawell (R)
John E. Grotberg(R)
a d d i t i o n , no congressmen from the
Lane Evans (D)
Philadelphia or Scranton areas were co- Richard J. Durbin (D)
signers.
Eight lilinbis congressmen, mostly 1ND1ANA:
d o w n s t a t e representatives, signed a Dan Burton (R)
letter in response to a concerted effort
by the Chicago AHRU branch. Florida, l O W A:
had seven co-signers: Maryland. Mas– Jim Leach (R)
sachusetts, Ohio had five: and Delaware, Cooper Evans (R)
one: thus maintaining previous levels of Jim Ross Lightfooi (R)
Berkley Bedell (D)
support for Ukrainian issues.

Michigan was on the same level as
lowa with four co-signers, and Con–
necticut equalled Minnesota and vir–
ginia with three. North Carolina and
O k l a h o m a i m p r o v e d to. t w o e a c h .
New ^ground was broken with one
signature each from A l a b a m a . Ar–
kansas. Nebraska. Nevada, Louisiana.
Utah and vermont. This was due to a
vigorous effort by AHRU lobbyists in
canvassing practically the entire House.
Following is the list of congressmen
who signed the letter to Mr. Gorbachev
on behalf of Ms. Meshko.

LOUISIANA:
Buddy Roemer(D)
MARYLAND:
Barbara Delich Bentley (R)
Barbara A. Mikulski (D)
Marjoire S. Holt (R)
Steny H. Hoyer (D)
Michael D. Barnes (D)
MASSACHUSETTS:
Silvio O. Conte (R)
Barney Frank (D)D
Nicholas Mavroulis (D)
Joe Moakley (D)
Brian J. Donnelly (D)

Mark D. Siljander (R)
David.E. Bonior(D)
Dennis M. Hertel (D)
Sander M. Levin (D)

ALABAMA:
Ben Erdreich (D)
ARIZONA:

John McCain (R)
ARKANSAS:
Tommy Robinson (D)
CALIFORNIA:
Douglas H. Bosco(D)
Robert T. Matsui (D)
vie Fazio (D)
Barbara Boxer (D)
Don-Edwards(D) A
Tom Lantos (D)
Norman Y. Mineta (D)
Robert J. Lagomarsino (R)
Bobbi Fiedler (R)
Henry A. Waxman (D)
Howard L. Berman (D)
Mel Levine (D)
Matthew G. Martinez (D)
Mervyn M Dymally (D)
Geon E. Brown. Jr. (D)
Robe:. K'. Dornan(R)
William E. Danncrheyer (D)
Bill 1 'wery(R)
Danii E. Lungrcn (R)
Ron Packard (R)
Duncan Hunter (R)

Keston researcher...

COLORADO:
Kenneth B. Kramer (R)
CONNECTICUT:
Barbara Kennelly (D)
Bruce A. Morrison (D)
Nancy L. Johnson (Rj
DELAWARE:
Thomas R. Carper (D)

YES. Y O U W1LL HEAR
Ukrainian language short wave
broadcasts on our radios, if you
live in Eastern U.S. or Canada.
Send S8.00 (U.S.) for our infor–
iation packet. This S8.00 is re–
fundable if you -buy a short wave
radio from us.
FALA ELECTR0N1CS

P.O. Box 1376-2
Milwaukee, Wl 53201
(Serving-short wave lisU
since.1962) . v

J

Matthew J. Rinaldo (R)
Robert A. Roe (D)
Robert G. Torricelli(D)
Peter W. Rodino. Jr. (D)
Dean A. Gallo (R)
Jim Courier (R)
H. James Saxton (R)
Frank J. Guarini (D)
NEW YORK:
Robert J. Mrazek (D)
Raymond J. McGrath (R)
Joseph P. Addabbo (D)
Thomas J. Manton (D)
Charles E. Schumer (D)
Major R. Owens (D)
Bill Green (R)
Ted S. Weiss (D)
Robert Garcia (D)
Mario Biaggi (D)
Hamilton Fish, Jr. (R)
Benjamin A. Gilman (R)
Gerald B. Solomon (R)
George C. Wortley (R)
Matthew F. McHugh (D)
Frank Horton (R)
Fred J. Eckert (R)
Jack F. Kemp (R)
Henry J. Nowak(D)
NORTH CAROLINA:
Tim valentine (D)
Steven L. Neal(D)
ОНІО:
Tony P. Hall (D)
Marcy Kaptur (D)
John F. Seiberling (D)
Edward F. Feighan (D)
Mary Rose Oakar (D)

1,000 Canadians...

(Continued from page 1)
living in Canada.
The commission has not yet made a
decision on whether to accept Soviet
evidence as it examines accusations of
war crimes that have been made against
MINNESOTA: ;.
600 Canadian residents.
vin Weber (R)
"The trial by media, the group slander
Bill Frenzel (R) j
and the devious'hatreds now being
James L. Oberstar (D)
promoted must be stopped. Otherwise,
this country's precious freedoms and
MISSOURI:
multicultural tolerance will be irre–
Robert A. Young (D)
vocably lost," Markian Dzerowycz told
the demonstration, which was organized
NEBRASKA:
Hal Daub (R) і
"by Ukraintan^youth organizations, the
Ukrainian Canadian Committee and its
NEVADA:
Civil Liberties Commission.
Harry M. Reid (D)
J o h n N o w o s a d , president of the
UCC, warned that "Soviet information,
NEW JERSEY:
propaganda
and hate literature could be
James J. Florio (D)
used to discredit the Ukrainian commu–
William J. Hughes (D)
hity."
James J. Howard (D)
"We are concerned about the possibi–
Christopher H. Smith (R)
Marge Roukema (R)
lity of collaboration of Canadian autho–
Bernard J. Dwyer(D)
rities with the Soviet government against
Canadian citizens who were fortunate
enough to escape the Communist re–
gime. This would be as foul as colla–
borating with the Nazis against the
Jews."
(Continued from page 5)
Yuri S h y m k o . a member of the
Studite monastery near Castelgandolfo.
Ontario legislature, said 5.27 million
and the Pontifical Oriental institute. He
Ukrainians died in Nazi death camps
also visited the General Curia of the
during World War 11, including800,000
Basilian Fathers, the Ukrainian Minor
Ukrainian Jews. He noted that the
Seminary, the Centro Russia Ecumc–
Soviet Union signed a non-aggression
nica and the Polish institute for Ghris–
pact with Germany for the first two
tian Culture. He was thus able to
years of the war and said there were war
become acquainted with local library
criminals on the Soviet as well as the
resources as well as with the scholarly
German side.
and publishing activity of these institu–
Mr. S h y m k o said the D e s c h e n e s
tions.
Commission should go after Soviet war
criminals as well as Nazi war criminals.
Mr. Sorokowski also met with offi–
"Just as we do not discriminate
cials of the vaiican's Roman Curia
between victims, we cannot discrimi–
concerned with the Ukrainian Catholic
nate between ... war criminals, be they
Church. He thus had the opportunity to
survivors of the long-bankrupt regime
discuss the work of the Harvard Ukrai–
of Adolph Hitler or the reigning sur–
nian Research institute and Keston
vivors of the presently ruling heirs of
College, as well as the upcoming millcn–
Joseph Stalin."
nium of Christian Rus'-Ukraineand the
The demonstrators made their way to
current religious situation in the Ukrai–
the Soviet Embassy during.the demon–
nian SSR. He was received by Archstration, where they burned a banner
bishop Myrostav Marusyn. secretary of
bearing the Nazi swastika and the
lhe.-Co-ngregatian for the Easter-л. Soviet .hammer and stickle. ''
Churches.
Mr. Shymko also told the demonstra–
MICHIGAN:
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OKLAHOMA:
MikeSynar(D)
Dave McCurdy (D)
PENNSYLVANIA:

Gus Yatron(D)
Bob Edgar (D)
Peter H. Kostmayer(D)
William J". Coyne (D)
Don Ritter (R)
Doug Walgren (D)
TENNESSEE:
Jim Cooper (D)
TEXAS:
Charles Wilson (D)
John Bryant (D)
Bill Archer (R)
Thomas D. DeLay (R)
Martin Frost (D)
Michael A. Andrews (D)
UTAH:
James v. Hansen (R)
VERMONT.

James M. Jeffords (R)
VIRGINIA:

Thomas J. Bliley. Jr. (R)
Norman Sisisky (D)
Frank R. Wolf (R)
WASHINGTON:

Mike Lowry (D)
DELEGATE:
Walter E. Fauntory (D)

tion that the commission was ignoring
the war crimes of thousands of Ger–
m a n s , R u s s i a n s and k a l i a n s . "The
ultimate irony is that only East Euro–
pean countries' have become the focus of
the commission inquiry — stateless
people who are easy scapegoats."
University of Toronto Prof. Lubomyr
Y. Luciuk said of 11,000 Ukrainians
who were conscripted into the Nazi
army in 1943,8,000 were killed in battle
in 1944. Many of the survivors joined
resistance m o v e m e n t s fighting the
German and Russian occupying forces.
Prof. Luciuk said the German com–
mander of the Ukrainian regiment, a
-man notorious for his anti-Ukrainian
attitudes, is still living in Poland under
house arrest but has never been brought
to trial for war crimes. '
Liberal Member of Parliament Don
Boudria spoke on behalf of Opposition
leader John Turner at the demonstra–
tion, and Cyril Keeper of the National
Democratic Party offered support from
N D P leader Ed Broadbent. Conserva–
tive Party M P Andrew Witer also
addressed the demonstrators.

Congress passes...
(Continued from page 1)
a the Congress requests that the
president of the United States direct the
U.S. Department of State to convey to
the Soviet Union and its allies the
United States'deep and abiding humanrights concerns;
a the Congress urges the president to
direct the U.S. Department of State to
take full advantage of the opportuni–
ties provided by all upcoming meetings
of Helsinki signatory states to call the
Soviet Union and its allies to account
for ongoing human-rights violations
and to work constructively with the
g o v e r n m e n t s of the other Western
democracies to promote human-rights
progress in the Eastern signatory states:
and.
; a the Congress calls upon the presi–
dent to use every opportunity to stress
the inherent link - explicitly stated in
the Helsinki Final Act and the Madrid
C o n c l u d i n g D o c u m e n t - between
respect'for 1 human rights and the
achievement of lasting peace.
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Former NASA...
(Continued from page 4)

Office of Special investigations is being
duped by the Soviet KGB. Mr. Mazeika
asked "if the USSR, as a former Nazi
ally and current oppressor of millions,
must now be accepted as an equal
partner in U.S. prosecutorial justice
against U.S. citizens."
He also stressed that Congress should
conduct oversight hearings into the
OSTs activity to determine whether
those being investigated are afforded
their constitutional rights. "There can
be no justice if U.S. citizens are not
accorded trial by jury, right to counsel
and equal access to evidence," he said.
Both Mr. Mazeika and Geri. Medaris

Canadian...
(Continued from page 2)
activist Yosyp Terelia."

"After 15 years of concentration
camps and psychiatric institutions.
Yosyp Terelia has been rearrested this
spring," the letter continued. "TereliaУ
crimes are his defense of his religion and
his disclosures regarding the Raoul
Wallenburg disappearance. We express
concern as to whether Terelia will
survive this last incarceration."
Mr. Wallenburg, a Swedish diplomat
who during World War 11 saved the
lives of tens of thousand of Hungarian
Jews, disappeared 40 years ago, on
January 17, І945. after being taken into
custody by Soviet troops. His fate has
remained a mystery ever since and has
aroused international concern, in
February 1957. Soviet Deputy Foreign
Minister Andrei Gromyko announced
that Mr. Wallenberg had died of "heart
failure" in the Lubianka prison on July
17, 1947. There have, nonetheless, been
numerous reported sightings of Mr.
Wallenburg in Soviet penal institutions
after this date, one even as late as 1980.
"The importance of Terelia cannot be
underestimated," the letter continued.
"This man has considerable informa–
tion on the Raoul Wallenburg situation
and if allowed to come to Canada will
shed more light on Wal!enburg's dis–
appearance and his present location, if
the latter is still alive."
The letter went on to say that as a
socialist Mr. Broadbent should "beable
to convinceMr. Gorbachev on the
humanitarian merits of allowing Terelia
and. his family to emigrate to Canada."
The society noted that it was pre–
pared to sponsor Mr. Terelia, his wife
and three children, and take care of
transporation and settlement expenses,
as well as any other financial needs.
in conclusion, the appeal noted that
Mr. Broad bent's past record proves that
he is "a battler for individual rights."
The letter was signed by Adam
Mykytiuk, president of the Canadian
Ukrainian immigrant Aid Society.

Saskatchewan...
(Continued from page 4)

cil of the UCC-has written to Mr.
Mulroney in order to voice its reser–
vations about Soviet-supplied evidence.
"it is the position of the Ukrainian
Canadian Committee — Saskatchewan
Provincial Council that, due to the
vested interest of Soviet authorities to
fabricate documentary evidence to ,
impeach the characters of Ukrainians
who fought for their country's indep–
endence during the latter years of the
second world war, Soviet evidence must
be considered unreliable, prejudicial
and of little^ if any, probative value. We
would, therefore, suggest that the safest
course for the commission to take
would be to reject, in toto, evidence
from the Soviets and sources under
their influence," the council said.

said they fully support uncovering and
bringing to justice Nazis and other war
criminals, but they emphasized that
they also support constitutional safeguards.
Gen. Medaris explained that he had
become interested in the work of the
OS1 because of the Rudolph case.

Republican council...
(Continued from page 4)

legislation on the issue of war
criminals.
The NRHGCdoes not believe that
persons accused of war crimes should
be allowed to emigrate to countries
of safe haven where thev would never
have to stand trial for their crimes.
However, we also do not believe that
such persons should be tried by
governments which themselves have
been perpetrators of crimes against
humanity. Some may have been
allied with Nazi Germany in the past.
The NRHGC strongly believes
that those accused of war crimes be
tried for war crimes in a court of law
which respects basic American prin–
ciples of constitutional guarantees of
due process, impartiality, judicial
fairness and which respects the rights
of' the accused, in addition, we
believe that those accused of war
crimes be guaranteed the right of trial
by jury and court-appointed legal
counsel.
To project the rights of American
citizens. Department of Justice cooperation with any agencies of the
Communist governments such as the
secret service in the gathering of
evidence and prosecution of cases
against American citizens should be
reviewed by Congress by holding
oversight hearings.
The N R HGC condemns statements
by irresponsible persons and or–
ganizations which would accuse of
being "anti-Semitic" those defending
the legitimate constitutional rights of
U.S. citizens, those concerned with
the less than honorable motivations
of Communist governments and the
unethical practices of Communist
governments, as well as those seeking
to defend the longstanding U.S.
policy toward the Baltic States.
The NRHGC urges the initiation
of an honest and open dialogue
between responsible representatives
of the ethnic, Jewish and other
communities.
Finally, the NRHGCfullysupports
initiation of comprehensive congres–
sional oversight hearings so that the
legitimate concerns of all parties
might be aired and their merits
considered.
The council joins a large number
of prominent Americans in question–
ing both the OSl's interpretation of
historical events and the same office's
collaboration with the KGB in a
matter which today concerns Ameri–
can citizens. This collaboration has
already resulted in unsubstantiated
charges against a number of Ameri–
cans, including the aged and distin–
guished Dr. Arthur Rudolph, who
directed the NASA Saturn Space
Program that led to man's first
landing on the moon. Dr. Rudolph
was also the chief architect of the
U.S. Pershing Missile defense system
against the Soviets.

SUNDAY, AUGUST 11, rees

Notice regarding mail delivery
of The Weekly
it has c o m e to our attention that T h e Ukrainian Weekly is ofi
delivered late, or irregularly, or that our subscribers sometin
receive several issues at once.
W e feel it is necessary to notify our subscribers that T
W e e k l y is mailed out Friday mornings (before the S u n d a y d
of issue) via second-class mail.
if y o u a r e not receiving regular delivery of T h e Weekly,
urge y o u t o file a complaint at your local post office. T h i s m a y
d o n e by obtaining the U.S. Postal Service C o n s u m e r Sen
C a r d a n d filling out t h e appropriate sections.
- T h e editc

PETRO ANDREY RivES, M.D
Diplomate of the American Board
of family practice
announces the opening of his office
for the practice of

FAMILY MEDICINE
at 78 Amboy Ave.,
Metuchen, N. J. 08840

Tel. (201) 548-4365
Daily and evening hours by Appointment.

KOBASNWK TRAVEL INC.
757 Second Avenue, New York, N. Y 10003

(212)2S4-8779
f:'lluWllW mo

visiting UKRAINIAN COLONIES in BRAZIL 1GUASSU FALLS -

R10 -

BUENOS A1RES? Argent ia

BRAZILIAN SPRING
and BUENOS A1RES
October 23 to November 8, 1985
' New York departure vARlG A1RL1NES
17-Day Tour
Escort - PETRO BOKALO
$l,77,
includes air A private motorcoach transportation, hotels, most meals, sightseeing, vis
to the Ukrainian colonies S institutions, escorts, tips.
Registration until September 9, 1985

UKRAINIAN HERITAGE DEFENSE COMMITTEE
and the

SUPREME EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
of the

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
call upon you to

DONATE FUNDS
for their work and actions:
1. To promote the Ukrainian Story
2. To counter inaccuracies about Ukrainians
3. To protect the civil rights of Ukrainins
Please mail donations by check or money-order to:
UKRAINIAN HERITAGE DEFENSE FUND
c7o Ukrainian National Association
30 Montgomery Street. Jersey City, N.J. 07302
and include the following form, completed with the amount of donation, your nan !
and address
Amount of donation

Хмелі in Wild wood
Л

Name

ЗХБЦВ4

August24,1985
v. f?W Hall ЗВІ6 Pacific Avenue
WildwooU;N.j.
(Password fir admission: і(МЕЛ)
Modern Ukrainian Music.

No and Street
City

State

Zip code
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Soyuzivkv

HELP WANTED

Editorial assistantXassistant editor
Requirements: training in journalism or related field, writing
experience, knowledge of Ukrainian language.
Salary commensurate with experience and qualifications; good
benefits.
Send resume, reference and clippings to: The Editor, The Ukrainian Weekly, 30
Montgomery St., Jersey City, N.J. 07302.

FOR ONLY 2Ф PER DAY
you can t e insured for

S5,000
under an

ACCIDENTAL DEATH
and

DISMEMBERMENT CERTIFICATE
of the

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
The low, low premiums for new ADD Certificates,
issued after Oct. 1, 1983. are as follows:
56.50
Annually
53.35
Semi-annually
Si -75
Quarterly
60
Monthly
Premiums are the same for all members, age 16-55.

Announcing . . .
A Major Work on

Genocide b– Terrorism in

Ukraine:
E w a l d Ammende's HUMAN LIFE IN RUSSIA is the

long unavailable history of the "Hidden Holocaust"
and the cover-up which prevented news of the star–
vation of nearly 7,000,000 Ukrainians from being
reported in the West during 1931-1934. Ammende,
a professional humanitarian whose career is–
markedly similar to that of Raoul Wallenberg a
decade later, gathered eye-witness testimony on the
Famine as a means of exposing the awful truth of
the genocide and terrorism then occuring in
Ukraine. As such, his work is one of the earliest
histories of the Gulag, wherein the Archipelago
consisted of an entire nation to be punished for its
opposition to totalitarianism. Human Life in Russia
has long been unobtainable; we make it available
with the hope that the lesson of the Ukrainian
Famine will not be lost on our times. The book, 330
pages in a cloth binding and striking jacket, is well
illustrated and documented; it belongs in every collection of books on Ukraine.
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summers...

(Continued from page 6)

point of remarking loudly, and with
that wicked grin, that it was the first
time in the four years that 1 had been
there that he saw me spending time
around the veselka cocktail lounge Myroslaw was the head bartender.
One strong memory of my impres–
sionable first year is hearing the shrieks
of joy at Darnytsia (the girl's dorm)
when Oksana heard that her Petrus was
finally arriving for a visit after a stint of
many months with the Coast Guard.
And how many of us returned to have
our weddings at Soyuzivka, in such a
perfect setting?
Smells remind me of Soyuzivka. Who
can forget the delicious smell of breakfast - especially the bacon and the
coffee — wafting up the stairway as you
walked down to the dining room? The
aroma was especially inviting on a fall
or winter morning. Even today, as І
walk past a n A A W , the smells remind
.me of the snack bar. as does mint
chocolate chip ice cream. Nothing can
top the fresh, piney, woodsy.aroma of
Soyuzivka after an early morning
summer rain, except maybe the mushroomy smell of a hike to the waterfall.
The smell of burning wood still
reminds me of the summer that a forest
fire threatened Soyuzivka. it had been j
purposely set by blueberry pickers on
the big mountain, quite a distance away,
and burned for a long time. One weekend the fire engines were parked right in
front of the Annex (now Uzhhorod).
The kitchen staff was overworked from
making sandwiches for all the firefighters. The forest creatures ran across
the road leading to Lviv, down the.
mountain, away from the fire. 1 can still
picture the snakes slithering across the
road.
Speaking of mountains, the Shawan–
gunk and the Catskills really aren't, as
many would think, geologically younger
than higher mountains. The opposite is
true. І didn't realize this until 1 rode the
bus to Soyuzivka with a family from
Edmonton. Now that l'm in Canada, І
understand why 1 got the smirks and
"funny looks from the teenage son when
І talked about our mountains. To
Albertans, who have the much younger
Canadian Rockies, how can the Soyu–
zivka "hills" dare to consider them–
selves mountains?

individual cases of writers or artists
being imprisoned are cited. Sections on
freedom of association, movement and
religion are also included for each
country, again providing information
about individuals.
Details of how many political pri–
soners are present, the criminal code
articles under which they are charged
and new legislation designed to tighten
control over such prisoners are also
outlined.
Prison conditions and torture tech–
niques, as well as the abuse of psychiatry
are highlighted, with an especially long
section dedicated to the USSR, includ–
ing case studies on Anatoly Koryagin,
vyacheslav Bakhmin, viktor Rafalsky
and others. Mr. Rafalsky, a prisoner in
a special psychiatric hospital for 1S
years was incarcerated for keeping his
own literary works in his possession.
There are other cases such as that of
Anna Chertkova. who was arrested for
conducting religious services and giving
out leaflets, and has been in such
hospitals for 10 years.
The individuals mentioned in this
report have been chosen to symbolize a
plight they share with thousands of
others in their countries. The abuses
they suffer reflect deep structural
violations of the Helsinki commitments
— the right to freedom of expression, of
the press, of movement, of association,
religion and protection against political
imprisonment and torture.
The U.S. Helsinki Watch Committee
was founded in 1979 to promote domestic and international compliance with
the human-rights provisions of the 1975
Helsinki Accords: its chairman is
Robert L. Bernstein. The book is
available from the committee at 36 W.
44th St. New York, N.Y. 10036.

FEMALE ROOMMATE
WANTED
September 1 - Philadelphia. Center
City. Spacious 4-bedroom house with
patio, two baths, conveniently located.
very reasonable.
Call NATALKA (215) 627-4586

For children uw e s 2-7

CL1P AND MA1L TO:
John T. Zubal, inc. - Publishers
2969 West 25th Street - Cleveland, OH 44113
Phone: 216-241-7640
Telex: 298256 ZUBAL UR
Please send

. copyfcopies of

HUMAN LIFE IN RUSSIA to:
NAME:

STREET ADDRESS:
C1TY7STATE;Z1P:
My check in the amount of.
. (313.95 per copy)
plus 31.85 postage per copy is enclosed.
NOTE: Ohio residents must add..91 sales tax per copy.
ORDERS SH1PPED THROUGHOUT THE U.S. BY U.P.S.
SAME DAY PAYMENT 1S RECEivED
ORDERS TO OTHER COUNTR1ES SENT BY POST

Report 0П...

(Continued from page 9)
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Afghan guerrillas...
(Continued from page 3)
fired missiles at presumed guerrilla
positions.
Soviet aircraft destroyed
Meanwhile dissident Afghan air force
officers, enraged at reports ol atrocities
by Soviet occupation forces, arc believed
to have blown up some 20 Soviet
aircraft in June in Afghanistan. United
Press international reported, citing
Jane's Defense Weekly. The military
affairs magazine said Afghan rebels
were first thought to have been respon–
sible for the bombings at the heavily
defended Shindan air base, Afgha–
nistan's largest, which houses Soviet
planes and Soviet-run electronic in–
stallalions.
But Jane's reported that a recent
Afghan defector "with first-hand knowledge" said dissident Afghan officers
triggered the explosions as "an inside
job" in mid-June, destroying up to 15
Soviet MiG-21 jets and up to five MiG–
17s of the Afghan Air Force. The defec–
tor. according to Jane's, said all the
suspects were arrested within days, tried
and executed. At the time. Afghan
resistance sources claimed responsibi–
lity for the attacks.

CSCE releases...
(Continued from page 3)
The plight of Helsinki monitors was
also summarized: Soviet authorities
have responded to monitoring groups'
activities "by acts of persecution, ranging
from threats of violence and loss of
employment to imprisonment, forced
emigration and incarceration in psy–
chiatric hospitals."
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Gorbachev's...
(Continued from page 2)
with a significant bearing on this issue
was during his v-E Day speech on May
8, when he echoed Stalin's famous toast
of May 24, 1945, praising the leading
role of "the Great Russian people"
during World War 11 and in the Soviet
Union generally. Mr. Gorbachev stated:
"Soviet people of various nationali–
ties.,.were rallied and inspired by the
Great Russian people, whose courage,
perseverance and unconquerable spirit
were an inspiring example of unbending
will for victory."
Aside from this, the only other
evidence suggesting Mr. Gorbachev's
possible Russian nationalist sympathies
is strictly circumstantial, it has been
noted, for example, that, in the literary
sphere, during Konstantin Chernenko's
rule, the"'Grcat Russian' nationalism
that had been suppressed by Mr. An–
dropov experienced a new wave of
encouragement" and that such a shift in
policy could not have occurred without
Mr. Gorbachev's knowledge, for at the
time, as the Kremlin's number-two
man, he was responsible for ideology.
At around the same time, moreover,
stricter guidelines for historians were set
out, the aim of which is to ensure that a
"correct" portrayal of Russia and its
history is presented, particularly by
non-Russian historians. Significantly,
Mr. Gorbachev himself has been identi–
fied as being among those in the Krem–
lin leadership "who are not happy with
the negative stereotype of Russians that
is ostensibly widespread in the West."

THE CARPATHIAN SKI CLUB OF NEW YORK
under the auspices of the
UKRAINIAN SPORTS ASSOCIATION OF LSA and CANADA CI:SCAK)

will hold

THE

A NN U A L

TENNIS AND SWIMMING COMPETITION
at S O Y U Z I Y K A
August 30 and 31 September 1 and 2, 1985 (Labor Day Weekend)

TENNIS TOURNAMENT
for individual CHAMPlONSH!PS of USCAK
and trophies of the
UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, SOYUZIVKA.

(lNCl.l.'DlNG THE B. RAK MEMORlAL TROPHY),
SVOBODA. THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY ami the spons–
manship

The second success for the "Russian
nationalist" forces was the manner in
which the 80th anniversary of the birth
of the writer .Mikhail Sholokhov was
celebrated in the Soviet Union last
month. As one commentator noted, not
only were the ceremonies marked by
"unprecedented pomp." but the "na–
tional Bolsheviks" — that is. represen–
tatives of the chauvinistic and neo–
^Slalinisi current in Soviet literature played a conspicuous role in the ob–
servance of this jubilee.
it is, of course, still too early to tell
whether Mr. Gorbachev's blunder in
Kiev was a mere slip of the tongue or
whether it betrayed a certain mind-set.
in a speech he gave on December 10,
1984, to an all-union ideological con–
ferencc, he said:
"Soviet patriotism was and remains
one of the greatest spiritual gains of the
October Revolution... And we must pre–
serve and multiply this achievement
with special care and party attention,
lor there is no more sacred^feeling than
that of love for the fatherland and
loyalty to one's international duty."
Clearly, in this context, it would be
extremely interesting to know what Mr.
Gorbachev's really means by the term
"Soviet."

SATURDAY, AUGUST 31, 1985 at 11 a.m.
for INDIVIDUAL CHAMPIONSHIPS,

UNA TROPH1ES and R!BBONS

Trophy of Mrs. MARY DUSHNYCK
. and PR1ZE MONEY

Qualifications: This competition is open to any player
whose club is a member of USCAK. - Singles matches are
scheduled in the following division: Men, Women, Women (35
and over). Junior Yets (.15-44). Senior Men (45- and 55). Junior
(Boys and Girls).
Juniors are persons aged 18 and under, while seniors are
those over 45 years of age.
Registration for tennis matches, including name. age.
divisions and the fee of S15.00 should be sent to:

in the following

events for hoys and girls:

8-Ю and 11-12 age groups
25 m.
freestyle
50 m.
freestyle
25 m.
breaslstrokc
25 m.
backstroke
25 m.
butterfly
4 x 25 m.
freestyle relay

Mr. Roman Rakoczy, Sr.
158 Manor Avenue, Cohoes, N.Y. 12047

Russian nationalist successes
Since Mr. Gorbachev took over,
there have been two notable successes
for "Russian nationalist" forces within
the Soviet establishment. The first was
the announcement by Radio Moscow
on March 27 that the controversial
painter and "ideologue of the 'Russian
group' " Uya Glazunov had been ap–
pointed director of a new State Museum
of Decorative and Applied Art. situated
in the Grand Palace of Catherine ll's
unfinished residence in Tsaritsino,
outside Moscow. Shortly afterwards,
the Finnish police said that they wanted
to question Mr. Glazunov as a suspected
smuggler of art works. The publication
of a long article by the artist in Pravda
on June І 1 indicates, however, that he
has survived the scandal.

SWIMMING COMPETITION

13-14 age group
Registrations should be received no later than August 22,
1984. No additional applications will be accepted before the
competitions, since the schedule of matches will be worked out
ahead of time.

50 m. -– freestyle
100 m. - freestyle
50 m. - breaststroke
50 m. - backstroke
50 m
butterfly
100 m.
individual medley
4 x 50 m - freestyle relay

TOURNAMENT СОММЇТТЕЕ:
R. Rakoczy, Sr., Z. Snylyk, G. Sawchak, Dr Z. Matkiwsky,
O. Kyzyk, O. Popovych.
SCHEDULE OF MATCHES:
FR1DAY,,August 30, Soyuzivka, 1.00 p.m. Men's preliminary
round. Players who must compete in this round will be
notified bv the tournament committee by Thursday.
August 22.
S A T U R D A Y , August 31, Soyu?ivka. 8:30 a.m. First round
junior girls (all age groups), junior vets, senior men.
women and women 35 and over. New Pali?. 8:30 a m.–
men's first round. Soyuzivka, 10:30 a.m. Juniors (all age
groups). New Palt7. 10:30 a.m.-men's consolation round.
Soyuzivka, 3:30 p.m. Senior men 55 and over. Time and
place of subsequent matches will be designated by tourna–
ment director R. Rakoczy. Sr.
Players in men's division, scheduled to compete Friday but
unable fo arrive on this day. as well as losers in the prelimenary
round, can compete in the consolation round.
Because of limited time and the large numer of entries.
players can compete in one group only they must indicate their
choice on the registration blank.
Players who fail to report for a scheduled match on time
will be defaulted.

15 and over age group

.

50 m. - freestyle
100 m. - freestyle
50 m.
breaststroke
50 m. - backstroke
50 m. - butterfly
100 m. - individual medley
4 x 50 m. - medley relay
Swimmers can compete in 3 individual events and or
relay.

Registration will be held at the poolside on Saturday.
August 31, starting at 9:30 a.m. Registration lee is 52.00 реї
person.
Swim Meet Committee R. SLYSH. O. NAPORA. G
HRAB. J. RUBEL. C. KUSHN1R. !. SLYSH. M KRYSZ
TAl.SKY. B. and J YAC1W. І SOCHAN
Swimmers should be members of sport and youth orga
nizations which belong to the Ukrainain Sports Association
(USCAK).

Reservations should be made individually by the competitors by writing to:
Soyuzivka. Ukrainian National Ass'n Estate, Kerhonkson, N. Y. 12446; (914) 626-5641

REGlSTRATlON FORM - TENN1S ONLY
Please cut out and send in with reg. fee of S15.00.
1. Name:
2. Address:
3. Phone:
4. Date of birth:
5. Event

'.

age group:

6. Sports club membership:
Check payable to: Kl.K American Ukrainian Sports Club.
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At

Soyuzivka

PREVIEW OF EVENTS

August 17-18

August 18
WARREN, Mich.: Branch 58 of the
Ukrainian National Women's League
of America and the Ukrainian village
Corporation will sponsor an Open
House reception at 3-5 p.m. in the
Ukrainian village Activities Center,
26377 Ryan Road. Jerry Kozak's
mosaic "vitayemo" and five showcases by Stcfa Dub and Roma Kohut
will be formally presented. Refrcsh–
ments will be served and admission is
free. For more information, please
call Justine Nelligan at (313) 4763609.
August 21-26

Adrian Bryttan

Olena Heimur

KERHONKSON. NY.
The
Saturday evening concert this weekend will feature violinist Adrian
Brytian and soprano Olena Hcimur.

The program will begin at 8:30
p.m. and will be followed by a dance
to the music of the lskra band of New
York.

Gold Cross to hold convention
LEH1GHTON, Pa.
The 35th
convention of the Ukrainian Gold
Cross of America will be held here
during the Labor Day weekend, August
30 through September 2.
Natalia lvaniw of Chicago, national
president of the UGC, and the execu–
tive committee headquartered in Chi–
cago. will greet delegates from the UGC
branches and districts of America.
The convention will commemorate
the 40th anniversary of the death of
Msgr. Augustin Woloshyn, first presi–
dent of Carpatho-Ukraine, whose in–
dependence had been proclaimed on
March 15. 1939. in Khust. then the
capital of Carpatho-Ukraine.
The guest speaker of the 35th con–
vention will be Dr. Maria Kwitkowsky,
immediate past national president of
the UGC"and current president of the
World Federation of Ukrainian Wo–

men's Organizations. Dr. Kwitkowsky
will speak on the United Nations Wo–
men's Decade Conference recently held
in Nairobi, Kenya, in which three
Ukrainian organizations from the
United States and Canada joined 2,000
delegates from around the world.
Registration of delegates will com–
mence Friday evening, August 30, and
will conclude at mid-morning on Satur–
day.
Dr. Bohdan Shebunchak, president,
will oper. the four-day conference of the
Organization for the Rebirth of Ukraine
(ODvU) on Friday evening, August 30.
The UGCconvcntion and theODvu
conference will be held at the Ukrai–
nian Homestead, the ODvU estate
named after Oleh Kandyba Olzhych, a
renowned poet, scholar, archaeologist,
and leader of the Ukrainian liberation
movement during World War 11.

Philadelphia to celebrate UNA Day
PHILADELPHIA - The Phiiadei–
phia District Committee of the Ukrai–
nian National Association will celebrate
this year's UNA Day on Sunday. August
18, with a picnic at the Tryzub Ukrai–
nian Sports Club grounds in Horsham.
Pa., on Lower State and County Line
roads.
Opening ceremonies will begin at 1:30
p.m. and will include a Ukrainian string
marching band and a performance by
dancers of St. Mary's Ukrainian Ortho–
dox Church in Allentown. Pa. Also,
members of the UNA Supreme Execu–
tive Committee will present awards to
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members of the district committee.
There will be plenty of refreshments,
games for children and a dance in the
evening to the Karpaty band.
All proceeds from the UNA Day will
be donated to the Tryzub Sports Club
to help pay off its mortgage on the 28acre grounds.
All area UNA members, theirfamilies
and friends are cordially invited, as are
UNA'ers from neighboring districts,
including those in New York. New
Jersey and Pennsylvania.
in case of rain, the event will be held in
the Tryzub Hall on the club grounds.

NOTICE
THE SvOBODA PRESS ADM1N1STRAT10N
hereby informs all organizations and individuals that the administration
will not accept any. advertisements
. і

if previous bills are not paid.
individuals letters concerning unpaid bills will not be sent.
All bills must be paid within 15 days after the publication of an advertisement

part-time students. For additional
information or a fall 1985 brochure,
call the Admissions Office at (215)
884-2216 or the Office of Continuing
Education at (215) 884-2218 or 8842219.
August 24
EAST MEADOW, N.Y.: The Euro–
pean American Bank and the Nassau
County Department of Parks and
Recreation will sponsor a Ukrainian
Night at Eisenhower Park. The
program, beginning at 8 p.m.. will
feature the Ukraina dance ensemble
of Chicago. Please bring chairs or
blankets. Everyone is invited, and
admission is free.

CH1CAGO: St. Joseph's Ukrainian
Catholic Church will hold its annual
Acres of Fun Festival on the parish
grounds, 5000 N. Cumberland Avc.
PLEASE NOTE: Preview items
The fair will feature games,ridesand
amusements; each evening bands and must be received one week before
orchestras will entertain the expected desired date of publication. No
crowds. The first and last days of the information will be taken over the
festival will feature cut-rate prices on phone. Preview items will be
ridce-a4-7-f0 p.m. On Sunday, Ukrai– published only once (please note
nian day and the parish's anniver– desired date' of publication). All
sary. Bishop innocent Lotocky will items are published at the discretion
celebrate a divine liturgy which will of the editorial staff and in accor–
be followed by a family-style dinner dnnce with available space.
in the church hall. The drawing for a
1985 Buick Century will be held
PREviEW OF EvENTS, a listing
Monday evening. Admission and
parking arc free, and everyone is of Ukrainian community events open
to the public, is a service provided
cordially invited.
free of charge by The Weekly to the
Ukrainian community. To have an
August 23
event listed in this column, please
JENK1NTOWN, Pa.: Registration send information (type of event,
for full– and part-time programs for date, time, place, admission, spon–
the fall semester at Manor Junior sor, etc.), along with the phone
College, Fox Chase Road and Forrest number of a person who may be
Avenue, is currently under'way; reached during daytime hours for
applicants may register in person in additional information to: PRE
the Academic Building. Formal viEW OF EvENTS, The Ukrainian
application to the college at the time Weekly, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey
of registration is not necessary for City, NJ. 07302.

Media workshop slated in Toronto
TORONTO - An intensive.daylong
conference on access to the mainstream news media and ethno-cultural
communities will be held at St. viadimir
institute here at 620 Spadina Ave. oji
September 21.
victor Malarek. a senior -writer for
the Globe and Mail and one of (he
organizers of the event, said the con–
ference will deal with the "nuts and
bolts" of the news media.
"We are going to steer clear of
esoteric theories and long-winded phi–
losophizing," Mr. Malarek said. "We
are going to deal with the basics and
show participants how to grapple with
the bizarre and quirky world of the news
media."
The conference, which is sponsord by
the Ukrainian information Centre, will
be far-ranging, dealing with topics of
specific importance to anyone who has
ever tried, or may attempt, to get their
news offerings into the newspapers or
onto the airwaves.
The first session will center on: "How
the Print Media Works"
from story
idea and press release to the news
conference and. hopefully, results.
Specialists lrom the newspaper world
and public relations will be lhe speakers.
The second session will move to
"Broadcast Media." and the very dif–
ferent needs and wauls of television and
radio news, community alfairs shows
and documentaries.

Participants should get a lot out of
the first afternoon session on: "Prc–
senting Yourself to the Media." The
interview will be the highlight and will
deal with a potpourri of do's and don'ts.
Participants will be asked to volunteer
for "spot" interviews on camera and
with microphones pressing for "pearls
of wisdom."
The final formal session will be:
"How to Complain." J. Fraser Mac–
Dougall. executive director of the
Ontario Press Council, is expecting this
to be a particularly lively session. Mr.
MacDougall will tell participants what
they can do if they feel that their
community or organization has been
slighted, slandered or slurred. Time has
been set aside at the end of each session
for questions.
There will be a wine and cheese
reception at the close of the conference
which will give participants an op–
portunity to meet the speakers in–
formal!y. The conference is expected to
draw about 250 participants. The fee is
S50. which includes a hot lunch. A
limited number of tickets, at S25. each,
has been set aside for university students.
interest in the conference is very high,
so to be assured of a seat, please pre–
regtster now.
For further information contact
conference coordinator Danylo Dzi–
kewicz tn writing to the St. viadimir
institute or phoning: (416) 964-0389 or
536-1772.

